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Abstract 
Prehistoric art is the mother of all art. Indian art and culture arose out of 
the prehistoric art. Our festivals, living style all are inspired by prehistoric art. 
This work is an attempt to re-look at the Indian prehistoric daily lives, art and 
its importance in our daily lives. India is a country rich in the field of art and 
crafts. It is a country with diverse cultures, traditions, and hence a great 
diversity in art. Each state of India has different forms of art. The origin of art 
is attributed to religion, because religion plays a great role in the universalizing 
of art. It can also be said that art developed out of the need for human beings to 
communicate and to express themselves. Even when he lived in caves, the 
prehistoric man expressed his thoughts through the paintings and engravings 
that he made on the rocks and in the caves where he dwelled. 
This research "Daily life in prehistoric Indian Painting" is an attempt to 
look at prehistoric art and to identify the elements of daily life depicted in these 
paintings. The thesis is divided into five chapters and also has an introducing 
chapter, which talks of the origins of prehistoric art. The first chapter on rock 
art research in India, looks at the history of prehistoric art because it is 
necessary to know about the discovery and history of prehistoric art. 
The second chapter describes the different rock art sites of India. It 
details five rock art sites and focuses on the following sites: 
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1. Kumaon Himalaya 
2. Mirzapur 
3. Bhimbetka 
4. Kaimur Hills 
5. Sambalpur, Sundargarh and Suvarnpir 
6. Ezhuthu cave, Edakkal cave and Attala 
These places are very rich in rock art. Inspite of being very different from each 
other they seem to share a lot of similarities. These have been discussed in 
detail in this chapter. 
The third chapter is very important to this study as it details the methods 
and techniques of rock painting. It talks of how laymen could paint on their 
walls using simple techniques. It also gives a detailed description of the nature 
of pigments and colours used in prehistoric art and the brushes used for 
painting on rocks and caves. This chapter also looks at the subject matter of 
these rock paintings and goes on to look at the various motifs, forms, lines and 
figures used in these paintings. Nature is the central theme as these prehistoric 
beings were close to nature and were also inspired by it. 
Daily life as depicted in these paintings is discussed in the fourth 
chapter. Prehistoric man drew primitive pictures, but there are clear drawings 
of the way of life and also the day-to-day events of these beings. Prehistoric 
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man did not have many pre-occupations and hence his daily routine was 
important enough to be depicted in paintings. 
The final chapter talks of the historical significance and conservation of 
rock art in India. The rock art paintings of India are more than a century old 
and need to be preserved because they give its an insight into the life of 
prehistoric man. It has been noticed that these important world heritage 
paintings are being mutilated or damaged and there is a strong need to preserve 
these. Even natural weather and climatic changes including moisture and 
humidity have caused irreparable damage to these paintings and hence there is 
an urgent need to conserve these rock art paintings and sites. 
The style of prehistoric art still continues to be used by both the artists 
and the common people. Village folk use this art in various festivals and make 
it a part of their marriage and other ceremonies. The Indian lok kalaa is also 
totally inspired by prehistoric art. This art is also seen in the folk, tribal and 
primitive art and forms and important feature. They are full of aesthetic charm 
and zeal. Contemporary artists have also used these an designs as part of their 
elaborate modern paintings and made their work lively and beautiful. This 
thesis re-iterates the fact that prehistoric art is part of human life and the Indian 
psyche. It was a part of every Indian household and will continue to hold its 
position inspite of all developments in art. 
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PREFACE 
'his work presents an overall view of the research on the 'Daily life in Prehistoric Indian 
'ainting'. When I was doing my Master Degree (MFA) the topic of my dissertation was 
'Folk motifs in Indian contemporary painting'. During this period of dissertation. there 
were so many times when I wondered where the folk motifs which were an important 
part of our art and culture and today had originated from. The decision to take prehistoric 
art for Ph.D research and highlight this art was a natural follow-up of this quest. There 
are two reasons for the choice of this topic — first the subject of rock painting in India has 
been badly neglected. Nothing substantial has been written recognizing that the sandstone 
country of India is a natural museum of Stone Age paintings. The second reason is very 
personal. Prehistoric art is mother of all art but it has been neglected due to various 
reasons. In my family my mother always decorates ancient motifs on our walls in festival 
time. This art was very near to my heart in the period of my childhood. That time I didn't 
know why my mother painted line drawings and line figures but in my heart I had the 
curiosity to know, where these symbols came from. 
This thesis is divided into six chapters on rock shelter paintings. During my 
journey [ visited the rock art sites in India together with my family where field guides and 
hermits shared their experiences and knowledge. This journey into remote areas of India 
culminated into the creation of this dissertation. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
During the course of my research I have taken help from many books 
which are related to my topic and some books have presented an overall view of 
my research on the rock art of India. I also visited many regions in India like 
Bhopal in Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Kumaon, Himalaya, Mirzapur, Kerala etc. 
from which rock-art was reported. 
In the course of my field work in this period as well as in the analysis 
and assembly of data I have received advice from many persons and help form 
many books. Most of my source material comes from the richest Indian rock-art 
region and from valuable material found in books which are related to prehistory 
of India, world history and the articles of prehistory art. 
Yashodhar Mathpal's "Rock Paintings of Bhimbetha Central India" 
Shakti Malik Abhinav Publications, New Delhi, 1984 is the first book which 
helped me to understand the prehistoric art of India. Prehistoric rock paintings of 
Bhimbetka is the first exhaustive and comprehensive study of a single site of this 
kind in the country. It covers all art activity in the form of painting on the walls 
and ceilings. These drawings include human figures, engaged in different 
activities, decorative designs, handprints and inscriptions. All the figures are 
drawn in original colour, to scale on the spot. 
Dr. Mathpal has spent nearly a year copying the drawings and four years 
in their analysis. So far nobody in India has attempted to reproduce the cave 
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paintings in such faithful detail. He also studied the paintings of other principal 
rock art sites and has compared the Bhimbetka paintings with those of other 
Indian sites as well as with African. European and Australian rock paintings. He 
has also compared the rock paintings with Indian chalcolithic pottery designs 
and tribal art. The book contains an upto date and comprehensive record of all 
the rock art sites in the country and a brief account of the same art in the other 
continents. 
"Rock Art and Archaeology of India" written by K.K. Chakravarty, 
G.L. Badam and published by Again Kula Prakashan, Delhi, in 2008 is divided 
into four parts. The first part deals with biographical sketch of Prof. Shankar 
Tiwari. The second part of the volume contains research articles contributed by 
Scholars on rock art. In the third part, selected works of Prof. Shankar Tiwari 
published and unpublished are included. This book helped me to understand the 
Archaeology of India. 
Michel Lorblanchet's book "Rock Art in the old world" published by 
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, Distributed in 2001 by Aryans 
Books International, New Delhi is a complete book of "Rock an in the old 
world". When I started study on my research topic, first of all I read the 
prehistory of other countries and was able to understand how prehistory art is 
similar in the whole world. In ancient time there was not any source of 
communication with one country to another country but the prehistory art of 
whole world is very close to each other. Indian rock art is defined very well in 
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this book, there is also the collection of papers presented during a meeting of 
experts on conservation, preservation and management of rock art, in Feb. 1996 
in IGNCA. 
K.K. Chakravarty, "Rock Art of Indian Paintings and Engraving" 
published by Arnold Heinemann Publishers (India) Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi. 1984 is 
a collection of articles of great Archaeologists and Historians on prehistoric rock 
art of India. The articles of V.S. Wakankar (Bhimbetka and Dating of Indian 
Rock paintings) V.H. Bcdekar (Indian Rock Shelter Paintings) V.S. Wakankar 
(Techniques of Prehistoric Paintings and Engravings) Radhakant Verma (The 
Rock Art of Southern Uttar Pradesh with special reference to Mirzapur), S.K. 
Pandey (Indian Rock Paintings and its problems), Ratan Parimoo (Drawing from 
the Indian Pre-historic Rock shelters), R.N. Mishra (Folk or Folkish Element in 
Rock Paintings) a background, Suit. Dcljcet Khare (Rock Art: Is it Art lot Art 
sake?) have been a great source of information. 
"Rock art in Orissa"is the first exhaustive and comprehensive study on 
the subject in Orissa. Published by Aryan Books International, New Delhi, 2001 
and written by Dr. Sadasiba Pradhan it gives an overview of rock art research 
and rock art heritage in Orissa. It contains an up-to-date and detailed account of 
all the rock art sites discovered so far. Most of the sites documented in this 
monograph have been discovered by Dr. Pradhan himself. This book helped me 
a lot on my topic of Orissa. Rock art is the initial expression of the creative 
impulse of the mind of the mankind. It is priceless recorded document of the 
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civilization that helps us to understand the subtle and most human expression of 
the primitive man. 'l'he child like artistic expression imprinted on the rock walls 
helps me to understand their mental state and ability to express their life style 
and surroundings. In a way it helped me to understand the roots of the tree of 
human civilization. In my thesis on second chapter I have taken Orissa site 
centre Sambalpur. Sundargarh and Savarnpir for research. 
The article of Gajendra S. Tyagi "Conservation of Rock Art in India", 
R.C. Agrawal "Conservation and Management of Bhimbetka: A Study" which 
were published in "Recent Perspectives on Prehistoric art in India and allied 
subjects" by Aryan Books International provided a lot of information on pre 
historic art. 
Yashodhar Mathpal, "Rock Art in Kumaon Himalaya" published by 
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, Aryan Books International, 1995, 
New Delhi is the third book in the series of IGNCA's publications on prehistoric 
rock art. In Yashodhar Mathpal's study on the rock art of Kumaon (Himalaya) 
there is a lot of information about prehistory rock art of Kumaon, and this is 
incorporated in my chapter on Kumaon. 
Shri Yashodhar Mathpal's fourth book "Rock Art in Kerala" helped me 
on my topic related to Kerala sites. Shri Mathpal has been associated with the 
IGNCA programme of documentation, research and publications relating to 
different facets of prehistoric art. The most significant thing about the present 
volume, Rock Art in Kerala, is the accurate recording and careful presentation 
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on the basic data from a little known area of south India. Rock art samples from 
Kerala are unique. It brings to light a distinct style in rock art tradition, 
especially in terms of the engraved geometric motifs. Most of the paintings 
recorded by the author are obviously elementary in nature, and as usual, lacking 
the very structural format to distinguish different postures and moods. The 
overall ethnographical environment, as visualized in the rock paintings, are 
fragmentary but highly symbolic. 
The most important book that was used for this research was Vishnu S. 
Wakankar and Robert R.R. Brooks, `Stone Age Painting in India" published 
by D.B. Taraporevala Sons & Co. Private Ltd. Bombay, 1976. In chapter four, 
rich material has been taken from this book. This book was written by two 
outstanding artists and archeologists one is Vishnu Wakankar is a professional 
archaeologist and artist who has been immersed in this highly specialized field 
for twenty two years and the second is Robert R.R. He is responsible for the text 
captions, photographs, and reconstructions of photographs in this book; 
Wakankar, for the archaeological data, style charts, and drawings. 
Erwin Neurnayer, "Lines on stone - The Prehistoric Rock Art of India" 
published by Ajay Kumar Jain, New Delhi, 1993 is a complete collection of 
Rock art research and was a source of valuable information. 
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Introduction 
Man has been painting on stones and rock shelters since primitive days 
and there is no particular history of the origin of an of any kind. Man has 
depended on stones to paint on and rocks to engrave. This encouraged him to 
settle near places of rock and stones and led to the discovery of beautiful 
paintings only on stones and engravings on rocks and caves. This tradition has 
continued until today. 
Rock art or cave art are the other names given to prehistoric art. Rock art 
denotes art on rock but then, all works of an on rock are not rock art but this 
still holds meaning for all Types of artistic expression noticed on the natural 
surfaces of caves, shelters and boulders. Rock art is also known as 'rock 
pictures'. The theory as to why man painted and engraved on caves and rock 
shelters is varied. The idea of art could have originated from the observation of 
the closed circular formation of sand on river valleys or by water waves or in 
deserts by wind or foot marks of animals on river beds. Another theory widely 
contemplated is that the drawing might have originated accidentally when man 
scribbled playfully on the rock shelters or found natural markings on rock walls 
which looked like an animal and to this; he added more lines ul his own to 
increase the resemblance. The other inspiration for his art activities might have 
the various objects of nature. 
The visible expression of human creativity would lose its relevance it is 
not discussed in its context which holds true in the stud of rock art too. Though 
art is the outcome of an artist's imagination, it is always conceived in a social 
and cultural set and thus is not an isolated phenomenon but a social product. 
Hence, to understand and appreciate art, it is necessary to have a complete 
understanding of the socio-cultural context of that period in which it was 
contemplated, designed and executed. Thus, the significance of this 
introduction and the background in which rock art had been created by our 
primitive ancestors. 
Amongst the living species on earth, man is the only animal who is 
aware of his past and is gifted with the ability to foresee the future. Though it is 
difficult to ascertain as to why primitive people had executed these drawings on 
rock shelters and caves without any notes from the earlier artists, it can only be 
speculated from the nature of the drawings and the subject matter portrayed. 
The real motive of these works of art will he difficult to arrive at. One theory 
contemplated is that primitive people wanted to beautify their homes with art 
which probably had a decorative value. But again, decoration could not have 
been the main motive when life itself was a struggle for existence. 
With the discovery of superimpositions on most places, it could be 
safely presumed that decoration was not their main motive as then, the beauty 
of the existing paintings would not have been ruined. In this age too, it is 
imperative to note that in order to foresee the future, it is essential to 
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understand the past of our civilization and in the race for survival, man has 
pushed back all other animals and colonized the entire globe. 
In the words of Herbert Kuhn: 
"Mankind moves forward but man remains ever the same".' 
"Art is the beginning of culture, the beginning of the human existence 
together"2 
According to Shri Rabindra Nath Tagore, man expresses himself 
through Arta. Art is more of an expression of the inner feeling than of external 
experiences. He placed emphasis on the purpose of art terming it as a creation 
of truth and beauty for the pleasure of man. 
Accordingly. I chose the topic of my research "Daily life in prehistoric 
Indian Painting" and divided it into five chapters to discuss and clarify these 
concepts in detail and captioned them as under: 
Introduction 
I. Rock Art and research in India 
II. Prehistoric paintings and Engravings 
III. Methods and Techniques of Rock Painting 
IV. Daily life in Pre-historic India Painting 
V. Historical Significance and Conservation of Rock Art 
Conclusion 
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The first chapter have given a brief introduction of rock art research and 
historical perceptive because it is essential to gain knowledge of the 
background of all pre-historic art. 
India is a very rich zone of art and it possesses a significant knowledge 
of rock art which is pretty old and spread across the entire country. The concept 
of prehistory is barely 200 years old and also the term Prehistory' was coined 
about the same time. It was first used by M. Tournal in 1833. Prehistory was 
supposed to enumerate the history of man before writing existed. This is the 
important distinction between history and prehistory.4 The first rock painting 
in India was discovered in 1867-68 by Carlyle Archibald at Sohagighat near 
Mirzapur in Uttar Pradesh.' 
Rock art is a universal heritage. There is an in-built logical relevancy of 
this art, which is unveiled by a method known as diachronic hermeneutics that 
is threefold. The first step is to look into the present content of traditional art; 
second is to move back into the origin of rock art and the third step is to 
construct a dialogical frame in which the visual text and the traditional context 
are compared. All these contribute in depicting a variety of views to realize the 
cosmic dimensions of rock art. Early man started drawing on walls some 40000 
years R.P. which comes under the upper Paleolithic era. Nevertheless, cultural 
traits perhaps continued even into the Mesolithic Age (12000 to 10000 B.P). In 
the following period / age know as Neolithic, ancient man domesticated 
animals and expanded his activities into the Neolithic Age (8000-6000 BP).The 
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final pre- historic phase dawned with the discovery of copper during the 
Chalcolithic period /age (6000- 5000 BP).' These are the broad pre-historic 
periods during which rock arts were found in abundance worldwide. 
The second chapter, has traced the development and spread of pre-
historic art in many states and places of India. The rock art, rock paintings, 
rock engraving and rock brushings are of three kinds. India has the third largest 
concentration of rock art after Australia and Africa. Many rock all sites have 
been discovered in the remotest places; or found hidden beneath dense woods 
or difficult mountain terrain. Approximately. 754 rock shelters in and around 
Bhimbetka have been found. In the Betwa region, some 157 rock shelters were 
found.' In Mirzapur, there are around 250 rock shelters. In Uttarakhand, 
especially in the Kumaon areas, around 68 sites have been found in the 
extension of Chottanagpur and Chhattisgarh. In Bihar, rock paintings were 
reported in the Kaimur range, Ilazaribag1, Patesar, Titania Pahar, etc. Rock 
engravings have been discovered in Singhbhum district also. 
In western India. Gujarat has abundant rock art sites and these are 
mostly confined to Baroda, Bhavnagar districts and alongside the Aravalli 
range. In Maharashtra, Inamgaon, Chandrapur and Nasik are the well known 
rock art sites. Down South, one can find rock art sites in various places in the 
region of Tamilnadu. Kerala and Karnataka. Rock art sites have even been 
reported in the north eastern belt of Garo hills of Assam, Bengal and Manipur 
etc. Similarly, in the northern most part of India, rock art sites and petroglyphs 
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are found in Leh. Kargil and Drass in 1 adakh. Thus, we can conclude that India 
has a rich heritage of rock art sites. 
the third chapter brings to light interesting techniques and methods 
adopted in the development of paintings, highlighting the interesting 
experiments conducted by Indian pre-historic artists, especially in the field of 
decorative motifs and figurative designs. Primitive artists made use of mineral 
and vegetable colours for their paintings. Various pigments like hematite and 
other oxides were used to derive red, yellow, orange and brown. Certain rocks 
paintings have been found to be painted with deeper colours which were 
obtained from oxides of magnesium. In the Bhimbetka rock art sites, 21 colours 
have been used to execute the paintings which include white, ashy white, 
creamy white, yellow, yellow ochre. raw sienna, raw umber, orange, dark 
orange, vermillion, scarlet, burnt sienna. emerald green, black crimson, 
crimson lake and purple etc. Human artistry heritage, since olden past, 
remained a parallel endeavour beyond time and space. It is not the only thing 
made by man, but also things associated with man which have become and are 
increasingly becoming important and significant." The efforts taken by 
primitive artists have mostly been around their shelters and is existent even 
today. On taking a close look at the Warli houses, one finds the motifs of 
Swastik,9 (plate no.68) sun and moor and also the stick man. These concepts 
have been found in historic and prehistoric rock art sites. Similarly, most 
primitive culture kept its aesthetic talent intact without allowing any 
interference from the so called 'progressive world'. The symbol of Swastika is 
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as old as the history and culture of India and consists of a cross of equal arms 
but at the end of the arms, there is a line drawn at right angles on the same 
relative side showing a common rotary direction in relation to the centre. Like 
Chakr, Swastika. the universal symbol is also known as the symbol of the sun. 
In short, rock art may be seen as part of a living tradition, both in terms of local 
history and history of mankind. For pre-historic man, it was a struggle for 
existence which is evident from the Ice Age where the animal population was 
greater and men were forced to live together in small groups. 
In the fourth chapter, an attempt has been made to focus on the various 
aspects and subjects of daily life in the pre-historic Indian paintings. These 
have depicted the daily routine of pre-historic man which comprised of 
drawing a picture of an animal, then exercise some sort of witch craft on it and 
later collectively killing and eating that animal and thereafter, rejoicing by 
dancing in a hilarious mood. Depiction of general life and social theme are the 
common subjects of paintings. Life was conditioned by the search for food and 
comprised of a daily struggle against the little known and uncontrollable 
aspects of nature. Archeological findings about prehistoric man have unraveled 
a picture of animals and human endeavor. Apart from hunting, there are 
evidences of dancing alongside symbolic musical instruments. 10 In Indian rock 
art, one can see spiritual movements of triangles, circles and suns and moons 
(plate no.49). During prehistoric times, woman was considered as an 
incarnation of mother-goddess, symbolized in the form of 'Shakti'; 'Durga' 
representing the goddess of power; `Saraswati' as the goddess of knowledge 
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and Laxmi as the deity of prosperity. Being the goddess, all her forms provide 
divine pleasure and spiritual peace to the whole universe. The concept of 
mother goddess is also found in the Paleolithic shelters which are over 10000 
years old." Moreover, the cosmic content is explained in a Jaora rock art 
where fish, lotus stem, flying birds etc. are seen (see plate no.49). In Karnataka, 
paintings depicting courting human beings, men at war or a procession or 
ceremonial walk etc have been found. In Chatraubhujanath Nala in Madhya 
Pradesh, one can find bullock-carts or chariots. 
Another dominating motif of Indian rock art is the deer which is drawn 
mainly in x-ray style (see plate no.66). Yet most of the portrayals do not reveal 
perfect anatomical positions. However, according to Neumayer, the most 
accurate x-ray painting is in Kathoti, where the deer's digestive tract contains 
fodder in the stomach. Rock art in Mirzapur depicts the deer in different 
postures and scenes, which is totally a non-naturalistic style. Indian rock art 
thus, provides us with numerous clues to understand the life-style, 
entertainment or mysticism of that era. This era also depicts detailed concepts 
of animals from 'filled' types to 'stick and 'x-ray' types which have been found 
in abundance and draws parallel to the universal movement of rock arts. 
Animal motifs which are extinct today have also been found. There are ample 
references of weapons and head-gears including hunting marks of animals. 
These are drawn in varied colour temperatures and depict various horizons of 
aesthetic endeavour. There are many motifs which are superimposed with other 
era drawings and thus, finding and accurately dating each motif or symbol is 
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impossible. It is interesting to note that the depiction of family life is quite rare. 
Mother and child, cow. dog. man, women etc. have been depicted in family 
scenes. Group dances and playing drum-like instruments has been the subject 
of prehistoric paintings. Thus, it will not be wrong to assume that the primitive 
man lived with nature.12 
The records of rock-art in India present a kaleidoscopic view of the lives 
of primitive men giving an outline of the development of material culture of 
India during the prehistoric period. Though prehistoric art in India is not as rich 
in artistic excellence, merit, forms and materials as compared to those used in 
Western Europe. yet it is unique for its own style and character. The records 
should have a place in Indian art history as well in the history of past men. 
In the fifth chapter, there is a detailed discussion on the historical 
significance and conservation of Rock Art. With regard to proper conservation 
of the rock shelters and paintings, the problem is three-fold in nature. The first 
and the foremost is the 'Environmental preservation' of the area containing 
rock shelter, the second is the `Structural Conservation' of the rock and 
safeguarding them from human vandalism and the third is the 'Chemical 
Conservation' of paintings in the rock shelters. 
The concluding observations show that the origin of art has been 
observed in one form or the other right from the development of human life. 
Man has been interested in art thousands of years back when he used to live in 
caves and stone weapons and tools of that age provide us with the necessary 
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clues. Pre-historic art is the mother of all arts. Folk art and primitive man are 
deeply related. The primitive man took the help of divine powers and 
inspiration from nature, whom he worshipped for his well-being after giving it 
some shape. Tribal art, Warli art, Madhubani art, Pata-chitras etc. are all 
inspired by pre-historic art. The Indian contemporary art is very much 
influenced by folk art and during 1980; Iblk art provided a great fascination to 
the Indian artist. In fact, it became fashionable to adopt folk idioms in an work 
and incorporate folk tribal and cult-motifs into their own contemporary styles. 
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Rock Art and Research in India 
Historical Background: Rock Art in India 
History has been proof to various symbols and forms being created to express 
one's ideas and feelings by the primitive men. This helps us to understand the 
various aspects of their lives better.' Man has expressed his inner most beliefs. 
values and purpose of life through the subject of art which has culminated due 
to his experiences. This has been evident right from the prehistoric age where 
early men took up the medium of art to document their lives and thus gives us 
evidence in the form of a visual document. The very beginning of art executed 
by them began to reflect the first smile of their philosophical thought and 
culture that slept in their subconscious mind, which acted as an index as well to 
their integrated cultural milieu.' 
India is a land of diverse cultures with variations in the physical and 
climatic conditions of the different regions. This exposure to different cultures 
is depicted in the art forms of various regions in the country. In India, religion 
again plays a major role in the lifestyle and philosophy of the people and is 
thus interpreted by these two factors. "the idea of art might have been generated 
in the primitive people from observation of the circular arrangements of sand 
on river valleys or by water waves or in deserts by wind and/or foot marks of 
animals on river beds. Another suggestion is through drawings, which might 
have been scribbled playfully, or natural markings on rock walls, which would 
have resembled an animal. and they added more lines out of curiosity to 
increase the resemblance. Even objects of nature might have inspired them for 
practicing art activities. 
A few 100 years ago, Archibald Carlyle had encountered rock paintings 
for the first time in the cliffs and gorges of the northern escarpment of the 
Vindhya Mountains and sprawling lowlands of the Gangetic Plains. In 1880, 
Carlyle and John Cockburn discovered the first group of painted rock shelters 
in India and since then. Indian and foreign scholars have discovered many such 
shelters.3 Most of these are concentrated in Madhya Pradesh, which has a 
sizeable number of tribals as well. The tradition of paintings would have started 
because of a curiosity to understand the culture and art of the region. Hunting 
was the primary source of procurement of food for the tribals and hence the 
paintings of the hunting of stag buck and rhinoceros were found. The 
documentary evidence has been found in the diary written by Cockburn on 14 h` 
March 1887 where he has mentioned about discovering paintings of many 
animals like stag buck etc. at Harin Haran near Vijaygarh Fort. An article 
written by John Cockburn. "Cave Drawings in the Camoor Ranges North-West 
Provinces", was published in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society in 18994 
in which he described about the cave paintings at Mirzapur, Chunar, Pabhosa 
and Chitrakoot. 
The first information of rock carvings has been shared by F. Fawcett in 
1901. He discovered these carvings in the caves of Edakal in Kozhikode 
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district of Kerala. In 1910 C.W. Enderson discovered the important cave 
paintings of Singhanpur in which many human figures were found .5 in the 
eighties of the last Century, Hubert found a few paintings in the district of 
Bellary in Karnataka. This was brought to the notice of scholars by Robert 
Bruce Foote in 1916. C.A. Silberrad, an Indian Civil Service Officer, 
discovered rock paintings at four places in Banda district and published an 
account in the journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1907. Brief descriptions 
of rock paintings from Mirzapur region also appeared in the Imperial Gazetteer 
of India, Lucknow Museum Report in 1918 and Mirzapur District Gazetteer 
1919. C.W. Anderson (1918) first discovered the painted shelter at Singhanpur 
in Raigarh district in Madhya Pradesh and visited the site four times between 
1910 and 1914. On his last visit, he persuaded Percy Brown, Principal of the 
Calcutta Arts College to accompany him. Percy Brown was the first art expert 
to include prehistoric rock art in the study of Indian An (1917). He was also the 
first man to describe in detail the techniques and artistic character of the rock 
paintings. 	 ,,M 
D.H. Gordan was the first man to publish and critically examine the 
paintings of Pachmarhi area. Manorunjan Ghosh discovered the painted 
shelters of Adamgarh in 1922 and made valuable contributions in recording of 
the rock paintings. For the first time, he assigned artists to make accurate 
copies of the paintings of Mirzapur. Raigarh and Adamgarh groups and 
prepared a monograph which was published in the year 1932. A book on 
Singhanpur paintings was published by Amarnath Dutta in 1931.6  Since then, a 
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large number of scholars have listed various new areas, with a few of them 
being Leonherd, Adam A.H, Bradrik Asit Kumar Haldar, Hiranand Shastri, 
Munn, D.H. Gordon, V.S. Wakankar, Jugdists Gupta, S.K. Pandey and Shankar 
Tiwari, Vislum S. Wakankar and S.K. Pandey have recorded the date of these 
paintings further back and considered the paintings done at Bhintbatka, 
Chik lod, Jaora, Kathotia as of upper Paleolithic period. 
Records have clearly shown that early rock art had a wide regional 
distribution in the country having been discovered in Kashmir, Uttar Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, Kerala. Orissa and Bihar 
States 7 
In the last two decades, a host of scholars like Y. Mathpal (1984, 1995, 
1998), Giriraj Kumar (1984), V.H. Sonawane (1984, 1996), K.K. Chakravarty 
(1984), Rakesh Tiwari (1990). Erwin Neumayer (1993), R.K. Sharma and K.K. 
Tripathy (1996), Somnath Chakraverty (1996), Murari T.al Sharma (1995, 
1996). S. Pradhan (1988, 1994, 1996) have substantially contributed in 
bringing to limelight new rock art sites and in furthering the rock art research in 
India. 
India is the pioneer in rock art research in the world. Also, to mention 
with pride, India is one of the three countries with the largest concentration of 
world heritage of rock art, the other two being Australia and South Africa. The 
evidence of first petroglyph was reported as early as 1856 by Ilenwood from 
Almora in India. The first reported discovery of Stone Age paintings was made 
in India between 1862-67. 
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Since the development of human life, art has originated in one form or 
the other. The interest in art dates back a thousand years from the time man 
used to live in caves and this is evident from the stone weapons and tools of 
that age. As the first progenitor used the tools and weapons made of stone, that 
age is known as Stone Age. 
The Stone Age has been divided into three parts: Paleolithic (400000 to 
10000 B.C.), Mesolithic (10000 to 3000 B.C.) and Neolithic (4500 to 300 B.C.) 
The end of Mesolithic age and the beginning of Neolithic age in different parts 
of our country has taken place at different times. The above periods have been 
estimated keeping in mind the conditions in India.8 The period of the paintings 
can be divided into four ages: Mesolithic age (10000 — 4000 B.C.), Copper 
stone age (4000-2500 B.C.), Early Historic age (2500-1500 B.C.) and late 
Historic age 1500-700 B.C.). The majority of paintings belong to the 
Mesolithic age in which elephant, rhinoceros, bear, wild boar, cow bullock, 
buck, deer and monkeys etc. have been painted with fish, tortoise and crabs 
also having been painted. 
Some paintings depict social themes in which dance dresses, ornaments, 
mother and child, drinking party, hunting scene and folk dance etc. are painted. 
Later, paintings are of processions on horses. These paintings have successfully 
depicted the development of humanity through the ages. The primitive hunter 
has used the medium of art in successfully expressing his emotions as well as 
his struggle for living against the mysterious nature and ferocious animals of 
• 
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the jungle; at the same time he brings out the beauty of the deer through their 
movements, the rhythm of dances,(see plate no.67) and the sorrow of death.°  
Discovery of Rock Painting 
Early literature on prehistoric an records the earliest discovery of rock art 
associated with Altamira in Spain,1° even though this is not factually correct. 
The story, however, is worth retelling. On a summer day in 1879, Maria, 
daughter of Marulino de Sautuola, was playing by the side of her father who 
was excavating in the cave Altamira in the contrarian mountain of Spain. 
Entering the dark inner recesses of the cave in the lamplight she saw something 
frightening on the ceiling. Crying "Papa mira to ros pintadis", Maria ran out to 
her lather. "Bulls in the cave?" Sautuola exclaimed and followed her into the 
inner part of the cave. On the ceiling he saw a polychrome painting of a bison. 
A child of five years thus accidentally brought to light the colourful art of the 
Ice Age.rt 
Meanwhile; drawings were discovered on the walls of the cave Chabot 
in Ardeeche. In 1895, paintings and engravings were discovered in the cave of 
La Mouthe, near Les Byzies in the Dordogne by E. Riviere with the 
collaboration of L capitan and D Peyrony. lI Breuil discovered the caves of Les 
Combarelles and Font-de-Gaune, both near les Eyzies, in the year 1901. 
The multicolour painted cave of Lascaux had not been discovered till 
1940. Thereafter, it attracted a large number of visitors for more than two 
decades until it was sealed in 1963 to safeguard its paintings. The last cave 
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which came to light from the Franco-Cantabrian region was Rouffignac in the 
Dordogne. It was discovered in 1956. In Italy, Ramanelli, the first cave with ice 
age engravings was discovered in 1904. It was close to Castro Murnio in 
Apulia. The first work on rock art of Africa was published by GBM Flumand 
in 1921.12 
South Africa is the richest zone of African rock art. The earliest note on 
southern Rhodesian rock paintings was published by AJC Molyneuse in 1899. 
In 1946, H Coate made an intensive study of these paintings using various 
techniques such as photographing, sketching and measuring them as well as by 
recording myths and interpretations from aborigines in their languages. G. Hill 
also discovered the same type of miniature paintings in 1910. 
More rock paintings from North Kimberley and Central North Australia 
were reported by E.A Worms in 1955. In recent years, the Australian Institute 
of Aboriginal Studies has shown keen interest in discovering rock art sites and 
recording paintings. Archaeological discoveries at Mungo and Miriwun and in 
Kenniff Clogg's and Koonalda caves have made it possible to suggest a long 
age for Stone Age man and his art in Australia.13 
Prehistoric people selected desolate rock-shelters and caves, mostly 
accessible to daylight, as their temporary abodes. During his stay in these 
caves, he painted on bare rock surfaces with simple earth colours. The antiquity 
of such rock paintings goes back some 30,000 years. The oldest known rock 
paintings were found in South Western Europe, sometimes located far from the 
opening of the caves. Mostly, the rock-shelters of sandstone in Northern and 
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Central India and granites in peninsular South India are known to be the usual 
habitable largest repositories of the earliest pictorial art in India with a few 
exceptions of some stray finding in Kashmir in the extreme north, Orissa. Bihar 
and West Bengal in the east, Rajasthan and Maharashtra in the west and Kerala 
in the South. 
The geographical setting of prehistoric art in India is on uneven but 
slightly flattened rocky grounds surrounded with dense forest, trees and prickly 
scrub and are situated far from any of the main lines of communication. Rock-
shelters exist in limestone (scanty), sandstone and granitic districts amidst 
comparatively thin scrub vegetation even in the dense forested area and on 
almost open bare hillocks, where men could reach with little effort. 
Sites of Prehistoric Art — A Survey 
New sites and areas are discovered on a daily basis in the rock art map of the 
world. There arc records of human societies of the distant past in different 
stages of their existence in various geographical locations of the world. India is 
known to be one of the few rich zones of prehistoric rock art with over a 
thousand rock shelters containing paintings, spread over more than 150 sites.14 
Gupta (1967;59-61) has divided them into 19 major areas as follows: 
Mirzapur, Raigarh, Pachntarhi. Hoshangabad, Bhopal, Raisen. Rewa- 
Pamtachtratarpur, Banda, Katni, Sagar, Narsimhapur, Bastar, Gwalior, 
Chambal. Bihar, Orissa, North-West (now in Pakistan), Hyderabad-Raiehur 
and Extreme South. Warkankar (1973a : 12-19) has classified these shelters 
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into the following 36 regions: Ahraura, Varanasi, Robertsganj, Mirzapur, 
Bhainsaur-Hanmana, Rewa-Banda, Ramgod (Sargija), Sagar, Bhopal, Raisen, 
Narsinghgarh, Gwalior. Tikla, Agra, Bhanpura, Rampura, Singauli, Jawad, 
Kota-Jhalawad, Abu. Bhimbetka, Bhojpur, Shahpurghat, Hoshangabad, 
Seonimalwa, Pachmarhi, Jabalpur-katni, Raigarh, Bustar, Orissa, Badami, 
Benakal, Bellary, Edakal, Kurnool-Betamcherla and Shorapur. j5  
Central India is the richest zone of prehistoric rock art in India. Ninety 
percent of the rock shelters are situated in the Vindhya. Mahadeo and Kashmir 
hills. The caves and shelters were used as habitation during the Stone Age and 
even later. It is inside these shelters, on walls and ceilings that artists painted 
their favorite animals, men and demons, scenes of daily life and hunting and 
fighting. In comparison to Central India, peninsular India has a rich collection 
of petroglyphs discovered in the granite hillocks. 
Below is a brief description of sites and the paintings found on them: 
Raigarh — The area of rock shelters is situated around Raigarh city in Raigarh 
district in Madhya Pradesh. The two main sites are Singanpur and Robra Pahar. 
Singanpur was first referred to by Perly Brown in 1971 and later by Anderson. 
Kabra Pahar was brought to light by Gordon.'6 
Pachmarhi — The Pachmari Hills form one of the most beautiful parts of the 
Satpura Range. Places like Imli Khoh, Nimbu Bhoj, Mahadeu, Dorothidip, 
Bazar cave, sonbhadra, Baniaberi, Kajri, Chhota Mahadev etc., come under this 
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region. Lt Col. D.H. Gordan was the first man to publish and critically examine 
the paintings of Pachmarhi area." 
Ilnshangabad - There are ten rock shelters with paintings at Adamgrah, three 
kilometers south of Hoshangabad on the Itarsi road. The paintings in rock 
shelter No. 10 are in good condition. In this cave, there are five or six layers of 
paintings of different ages and styles. There is a large painting of a peacock 
under a rock which has been executed by two straight lines. In another cave 
there is an ornamental painting of an ancient wild goddess. 
Bhopal — There are a number of painted shelters in and around Madhya 
Pradesh at Bhopal, Raisen, Katni, Sagar, Panna, Chhartarpur Gwalior and 
Chambal Valley. The credit for their discovery and research goes to 
Vedunanda, Wakankar, Satyen Mukharji Shyam Kumar Pandey and others but 
Bhopal seems to be most extensive and developed area with respect to the 
number of caves. Bhim Baithaka caves have recently been discovered here, 
thus creating a revolution in the field of prehistoric painting of India.'' 
Raisen — Excluding the rock shelters of Bhimbelka. Wakankar has recorded 
283 painted shelters at II main sites in Raisen district. The animals represented 
in paintings here include deer, nilgai. rhinoceros, buffalo, elephant camel horse, 
monkey. vulture and lizard. Human figures engaged in different actions such as 
standing hand in hand, hunting animals, seated on animal backs etc are also 
found here,19 
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Sagar — Five main sites of painted rock shelters are known in Sagar district. 
There are at least 12 painted shelters at Aabechand, 35 kilometers east of Sagar 
on the Sagar-Jabalpur road. Scenes of hunting, horse riding, battle, dance, 
music and many types of animals are executed in red, green and white 
pigments. A few engravings are also found here. 
Rewa, Panna and Chhatarpur —There are many caves and shelters in these 
three districts. 'I he main centre of rock painting is Itar Pahar, 36 kilometres 
from Rewa town on the road to Sitapur and Manganj. Within a radius of five 
kilometers, ten shelters with paintings have been discovered. Here again, the 
paintings depict scenes of hunting and fishing and animals like deer, buffalo, 
dog, ass and rhinoceros. There are a few paintings of realistic human figures 
wearing half shirts engaged in various activities such as lighting with spears, 
riding on horses and charred by dogs 20 
Bhinrbetka area — The Bhimbetka caves are more than six hundred in number 
and spread over an area of ten square kilometers. There are 475 painted caves 
in them but only a few caves have been excavated and this work will continue 
for years to come. The whole credit of this excavation goes to Shri V.S. 
Wakankar. The importance of these caves is that here the men lived 
collectively and the tools and weapons made by them for use are still intact. 
These cave paintings are the proof that Madhya Pradesh, in the heart of India 
was full of creative consciousness even before the dawn of civilization?' 
Mirzapur — Mirzapur is the richest area for prehistoric rock art in Uttar 
Pradesh and the biggest centre of rock art outside Madhya Pradesh. Moreover, 
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this is the first area where prehistoric rock drawing was recognised in India. A 
Carileyle and J Cockburn discovered the paintings in this area. Ghormangar, 
Pabhosa, Likhania, Kobber, Vindhom, Luhari, Bhaldaria, Kharhava, Mehraria, 
Chhato, Romp, Kandarkot, Sorahoghat, Vijaya Garh, Chunar, Morahna etc. 
come under this area. 
Bihar and Orissa — This vast region has so far yielded only a few examples of 
rock drawing. Mitra recorded rock engravings from Ghatsila, in Singhhhum 
district in Bihar and compared them with rock carvings of Australia. From the 
rock shelter of Vikramshol, in Sambalpur district of Orissa, Jayaswal has 
recorded pictographic inscriptions, partially incised and partially painted, 
covering the rock face over a length of 11 metres and width of 2.10 metres.22 
Extreme South — At Edakal, in Kozhikode district of Kerala, a cave with 
carvings was discovered by F.Fawcatt in as early as 1901. There are carvings 
on the Southern wall of the open portion. Peculiar human figures, stylized 
animals and geometric symbols are the main motifs discovered here. Z3  
North West— Engravings on boulders have been discovered at four places near 
Attock bridge on the bank of the Indus in Pakistan. The drawings at Ghariala, 
Gandab and an unnamed site nearby show humped bulls. At Mandori, a 
mythical scene showing an elephant rider holding up a man and a woman with 
his hands is engraved. At four places in lower Ladakh, A.H Franke has 
recorded carvings on the rocks. There carvings show geometric form of horse 
riders, hunters and animals. Swastikas and stupas are found in the carvings i4 
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Prehistoric Painting and Engravings 
KUMAON HIMALAYA 
Rock art has existed since prehistoric times and gaining knowledge on this 
subject holds a lot of importance to our archaeologists who have done a lot of 
research on this subject. which is again not confined to a small piece of land or 
area. India is a land of diverse cultures and the Himalayan range is the pride of 
India. Kumaon Himalaya is a beautiful part of India and belongs to the 
mountainous area of the Himalayas. It comprises of three districts of Kumaon 
(i.e. Almora, Nainital and Pithoragarh) and five districts of Garhwal (i.e. 
Chamoli, Dehradun, Pauri, Tehri and Uttarkashi). 
Excluding Dchradun which was a part of Saharanpur district and Tehri, the 
entire region until 1969 was known as Kumaon. Roadways, which is the most 
important form of travel in India has connected Kumaon well to all the major 
cities of Uttar Pradesh and other states of Northern India.' Kumaon Himalya 
boasts of a very' prominent geological feature which is the presence of 
underground caves in Pithoragarh and Dehradun districts. These caves fall 
under the limestone belts. The famous caves have been converted to Shiva 
temples and are known by different names such as Patal, Bhuwaneshwar, 
Koteshwa and Tapakeshwar, etc.2 The Manaskand of the Skandapurana gives a 
vivid account of these caves as well as provides reference to certain unknown 
clusters of caves. The Tapkeshwar cave, situated in proper Dehradun receives 
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drops of percolating water and has thus got its name. The sacred rivers flowing 
through Kumaon are the Kali, Saryu and Suyal, the last one, a tributary of the 
Koshi and are home to many caves and semi-open rock shelters. 
The entire expanse of the Kumaon Himalyan region has been divided 
into several climatic zones.3 The plants and animals existing here are different 
from region to region as the soil is varied at different places. Out of the 
cultivated areas, the Terai region is the most famous and boasts of some very 
important species of plants such aam (Mangifera-indica), eucalyptus, haldi, 
jamun, kathal, khair and shisham and small patches of grasses and reeds. Just 
as the flora of Kumaon Himalaya is diversified, so is the fauna of this region. 
Bhabar, which is covered by a large forest area is home to many wild animals 
like elephant, tiger, leopard, hyena, sloth bear, pig, swamp dear, sambar chital, 
four-horned deer and Neelgai. The bird variety includes peafowl, black 
partridge, heron, egret kingfisher, dove and jungle fowl. A rare and wonderful 
variety of birds of different sizes and colours can be found at sunset in the 
forests. But sadly, the wildlife of this area is getting extinct at a fast pace due 
to the disappearance of forest cover from a major part of Kumaon Himalaya. 
Scrutinizing the past records, one can come to the conclusion that rich wild life 
had existed even some 100 years ago. 
The Sayel valley in Almora district houses a major concentration of rock 
with abundant rock paintings discovered in semi-open rock shelters and 
abraded drawings found on open boulders. A major portion of petroglyphs 
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comprise cup-marks (plate no.37) and pits of different sizes and depths have 
been located here which can be associated with Megalithic culture. Burials in 
Kumaon Himalaya, made up of stone slabs, contain grave goods in the form of 
pottery and beads.4 
A total of 68 sites of rock art have been discovered at Kumaon 
Ilimalaya, out of which paintings or impressions of colour have been found on 
ten sites, while on the remaining, rock art is mainly in the form of different 
compositions of pits of varied sizes. A majority of these sites (60 per cent) are 
located in the district of Almora. The valley of Suyal which is a tributary of 
Kosi, boasts of a rich collection of pictograph and petroglyphs and is home to 
the famous site of Lakhu-Udyar (plate no.1) whose literal meaning is `the 
hundred thousand caves'. This site had gained importance as it was a memorial 
to an ancient tragedy but the main painted shelter at Lakhu-Udyar has been 
familiar to the local people for a long time. But sadly, no archaeological 
importance was given to the site until 1968.5  
The following are the names of the sites: 
Bagwali Pokhar, Bichhital, BelkiChouri, Balsi, Chanoli, Churikot, 
Chandreshwar, Dwarahat, Dulijar, Dharamgaon, Devidhura Devalidhar, 
Dyalidanda, Gufanaula, Guna, Guptigarh, Gwarkhya-Udar, Hatwalghora, 
Hatwalghora, Hundali, Jakh, Jaskol, Jewai, Jhakotcshwar, Jopyon, Joyon, 
Kalamati, Kasardevi, Khaikan, Khangaon, Kimani, Kwaidal, I,akhu-Udar, 
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L% ethap, MajyurMangali, Matkunda, Mawada, Naula, Naugaon, Paithani, 
Phalseema. Phadakanauli. Petsal, Panyali. Ronsila. Ranikhet, Thadhunga.6 
The rock art at Kumaon Himalaya depicts mainly human figures in the 
form of dancers. (plate no.4) drummers. hunters and common men performing 
different day-to-day activities. This rock may be termed as 'anthropomorphic' 
as far as the pictographs are concerned. Lakhu-Udyar, Ltivethap, Petsal and 
Phadakanauli are the other sites of rock art shelters where paintings depict a 
long row of dancers with their hands interlocked and feet moving in a rhythm 
in a single direction. The dancers at Lakhu-Udyar and Petsal wear long aprons 
and headgears with protruding objects The number of dancers sometimes 
exceeds 200 but the exact number is difficult to ascertain since most of the 
dance groups in rock paintings have now faded and also partially erased (plate 
no.1). Although most of the figures are schematic in style and reduced to 
simple sticks, each having two pairs of forks (to indicate the arms and legs), yet 
the use of dress, headgear and mask is not ruled out. This practice is prevalent 
even today during festivals and fairs in the interior parts of the region.' 
Another interesting observation is that the artists have always depicted a 
section of the group dancers and never a full circle, probably to avoid the 
overlapping of the figures and, to avoid complexity of showing this complete 
perspective, the rock painters have drawn the figures in a straight row. Some 
paintings have also illustrated children in between two dancers as may be seen 
at Petsal. with only one painting depicting two men playing the drum. In this 
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painting, the shadow graph of one of the drummers gives him an appearance of 
a pregnant woman while the companion drummer has a small drum locally 
known as 'rauti', and he wears a headgear with protruding objects. Both the 
drums are being played with the help of sticks. 
At rock shelter sites such as Gwarkhya-Udyar, Kimani. Phalseema and 
Lakhu-Udyar. paintings have depicted men as hunters. At Gwarkhya-Udyar, 
the hunters are seen rounding up the goat-like animals bare handed (plate no.5) 
with their arms raised above their heads. At Petsal, four women are shown in 
similar positions by the side of two bewildered animals.8 At Phadakanauli. 
there is a painting of an anthropomorphic figure shown having two heads and 
four arms instead of his feet. At Devalidhar. they are shown inside square 
shaped chambers and on a nearby rock two boys are carved out in low relief. 
All the human figures drawn on rock are miniature in size and do not exceed 30 
centimeters in length. 
While most of the paintings comprise of human figures, a few local 
animals like ox. hoar, goat. dog. fox, snake and some other unidentifiable 
animals are also illustrated in the rock art. The animals are shown marching in 
a row. Two small images of oxen are found at Hatwal ghora. At Mangoli, the 
hind portion of an ox can be identified. A very faded drawing of a dog is found 
on the floor on the left side of the shelter at I,akhu-Udar. "There is only one 
painting of a fox in black colour which is visible at the entrance of the cave at a 
prominent spot. This place can also boast of some unique paintings of snakes 
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grooved deeply in an S-shaped form with the circular depression at one end 
indicating the head, having been found incised on rocks at Chancharidhar, 
Munia Ki dhai, Dharamgaon and Kasardevi. This common reptile has not been 
depicted in any other paintings recorded so far from any other place. There are 
other animals in these rock paintings which are unidentifiable clearly .9  
Paintings of flora have not been discovered at Kumaon Himalaya except for a 
lotus flower and a lotus bud painted in shelter 2 at Phadakanauli, Among 
engraved drawings, however, a tree motif is noticed at Barectthina. Symbols of 
swastika and trident, interlocked with each other at times, are carved out on 
boulders near Barechhina. 
The arrow heads which resemble triangular objects are found painted 
and incised at Lwethap. The large bowl-shaped objects supposedly, are baskets 
(plate no. 3). Human footprints have been recorded at several places; the most 
prominent example conies from Bagwali Pokhar where they are engraved on 
the vertical face of a hard rock. Different designs based on geometric forms are 
found at Hatwalghora, Lakhu-Udyar, Petsal and Phalseema (plate no.2). 
A large variety of designs can be seen in the pictographs on the ceiling 
of the main shelter at Lakhu-Udyar. Such dots can be found at two places. The 
second common method of creating designs is to mark the surface with parallel 
rows of chevrons or zig-zag lines. At Petsal, the wavy line or a creeper motif is 
used for decoration. Another similar motif which resembles a crenellated 
design has been recorded from Kasardevi and Lwethap. In Central Himalaya, 
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cup-marks which denote big holes are most commonly found with the biggest 
cup-mark recorded from Dwarahat which exceeds 52 cms in width (plate no. 
37). The usual depth range of these cup marks is 15 cm to 25 cms but then cup-
marks as deep as 52 cms have been found at Jashkot and Jakoteshwar as well. 
Apart from paintings and engravings, the inscriptions in Kumaon 
Himalaya are found in written and incised forms, similar to the rock art fashion 
in the rest of the country. In the third shelter at Phadakanauli, a small 
inscription in red colour is noticed at its entrance. At Hunduli. an inscription an 
orangish-colour is written on the vertical face of rock situated on the left side of 
the Yamuna. A number of inscriptions written in black colour have been found 
near the village of Thadhunga on the ceiling of a shelter at a considerable 
height on the steep face of a cliff (plate no.4).10 
Rock painters of Kumaon Himalaya have probably used the same 
mineral colours used by their counterparts in other parts of the country with the 
main colour being haematoid red, with of course different shades, ranging from 
orange, vermilion, light red, crimson to brown and purple while the other 
colours are white and black. In this region, we find only four colours, white, 
light red, crimson and black. In the inscriptions of the Yamuna valley, black is 
used for writing purpose. 
Four techniques have been used to execute the rock paintings which 
include transparent coloured. opaque-coloured, dry-coloured and stencilled-
pictographs. These techniques have been used artistically to bring out the 
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desired motifs. Similarly. petroglyphs may be grouped on stylistic ground into 
five categories; engraving, carving, bruising, dotting and cup-marking. Another 
interesting observation made here is that these paintings were executed directly 
on the rock using mineral colours without any background preparation such as 
dressing or chiselling of natural rock, i.e. no background colour was applied 
before painting and the rock surface was not smoothened with plaster." Also, 
surprisingly, these 'eternal' techniques are still being used by artists all over the 
world. In Kumaon 1-Iinialava, only transparent and the opaque colour 
techniques are used. The pigment was applied directly on the rock with the help 
of brushes. 
As mentioned earlier, the Kumaon Himalayan rock art features mainly 
human figures in majority and animals in minority; both in natural shapes and 
simplified forms. The human figures have been depicted as shadow-graphs in 
profile and front poses whereas animals are painted in profile and shown 
moving in a particular direction. The human motifs are of frontal postures or in 
the perspective of three-fourth angle. Inner details (viz eyes. nose, ears, mouth, 
etc.) are not shown. Outline drawings are practically absent. The background 
and the 'ground line' are also not depicted. 
The weathering agents like sun, wind and rain water have caused a lot of 
harm to the rock paintings of Kumaon I limalaya which are in a much depilated 
state. The paintings have become faded, mutilated or discoloured due to the 
battering by nature. Even human vandalism plays a big with beautiful old 
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drawings having been recently damaged by the recorders at (iNvarkhya-Udyar. 
With the growing publicity, the danger of vandalism increases day-by-day. 
Thus rock art in Kumaon Himalaya is in a deplorable condition and open to 
destruction. 12 
UTTAR PRADESIH (MIRZAPUR) 
Rock paintings have interested artists since long not only because of 
their execution by the primitive man but also because the paintings depict the 
entire lifestyle of that era and plus, they have an identity of their own. The 
Mirzapur district, situated in the southeastern corner of Uttar Pradesh, holds an 
important place in the Indian history of rock paintings since the painted rock 
shelters were first discovered in this area in 1867-68 and also, this is the second 
largest rock art centre known in the country. A. Carlyle, member of the 
Archaeological Survey of India was the pioneer in the discovery of rock 
paintings in the Mirzapur area but very little has been mentioned about this in 
the proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1883.13 No article has been 
published about this great achievement and it came to light through secondary 
sources in the years 1889 and 1906. Thereafter, it was J. Cockburn of the 
Opium Department who, soon after Carlyle, in year 1881, discovered the rock 
paintings in Mirzapur area and gave a detailed report about his findings in the 
year 1833 and in subsequent publications in the years 1884-1899.1' 
It is interesting to note that the rock-paintings have mostly been found 
on rock-shelters and very rarely on bare rocks or stones. I)ixit has reported it 
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few painted rock shelters in this area and Ghosh prepared copies of the 
previously recorded rock paintings between 1918 and 1932.15 G.R. Sharma 
reportedly started his expedition of exploration of the rock paintings in the year 
1956-57. This started the journey for many more explorers of the Allahabad 
and Banaras universities who reported numerous rock painting shelters in the 
western and eastern parts of the district. There were some other scholars who 
also discovered a few such shelters in this area and several articles and notes 
were published about the aforesaid discoveries from time to time, but these 
were mainly limited to small areas like Bhaldaria. Likhaniya. etc. The first 
serious attempt to provide a chronology record for the rock paintings of 
Mirzapur was made by Varma by studying superimpositions in 1964.16 
Wakankar worked on a larger canvas and has the credit of discovering the 
largest number of rock-shelters in Madhya Pradesh. Paintings of such kind are 
executed on the inner wall and ceiling of the shelters and rarely on bare rocks. 
Material Media and Technique 
Animals has always been the favourite subject for these paintings (plate 
no.6). They have been shown in their natural attitude or form a part of hunting 
scenes. These paintings have come into existence to depict the life of people of 
that era who were primarily hunters and food gatherers. Their entire existence 
in all aspects — economic, social and spiritual was dominated by hunting. The 
entire focus has been on the quest for game. The edible animals have been 
painted again and again with the deer seeming to be the most favourite of all. 
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Sambhar, chital and cincara of deer family are represented repeatedly with the 
rhinocerous following closely but always shown in groups and single pictures 
being very rare. In the early group paintings, representation of horse and 
elephant is rare. Canine animal and serpents are rarely painted and also birds do 
not seem to be their favourite subject. There are animal paintings which are 
extremely lifelike; depicting them in their natural form; either as single or in 
groups but always a pan of hunting scenes. These scenes have shown animals 
being attacked by a group of men with arrows. In others, the animal is shown to 
have been attacked by a group of men with spears. Another common method of 
hunting has been by laying traps. These have been depicted symbolically by 
using dots and lines, loops and circles within circles, dots within circles and 
straight lines with two circles on either ends. These, no doubt are symbolic 
representation of traps, animals and human figures (plate no.7, 8, 9, 10 ,l 1), 
The other interesting paintings depict dance-scenes in which dancers are shown 
dancing in a row in different postures (plate no.67). This is the most popular 
dance style depicted in the rock-paintings of this area. Twenty six scenes of this 
type are illustrated in the rock-.shelters of Ghorenangar, Kerwa, Hathwani, 
Matahwa and Jhariya etc. t' Generally, smooth and even surfaces without any 
preparation were chosen for painting and different shades of ochre are the most 
common colours, besides black and white colour. Usually, paintings are 
executed in one or two colours with the inner portion being filled with another 
colour. Sometimes, only the outline of the figure is shown while in other 
instances, they are partly or fully filled with colour. The hand-prints from 
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Mirzapur rock paintings include negative and positive types.18 Inscriptions in 
Brahmi. Sankha and Negari scripts are also found in some shelters. Some of the 
names included in them have dated back to 400-800 AD.19 Many circular, 
semi-circular, triangular, square and irregular designs included in the rock 
paintings are comparable to the alphabets of Ashokan Brahmi and symbols of 
the punch-marked coins. Most important and earliest among them are found in 
the lower most layer of phase I in the rock shelters of Matahawa and 
Ghoramangar. These vertical lines are in black colour and may be suitable 
examples of the earliest art forms. 
The rock paintings of Mirzapur depict dance as the most important form of 
social celebration in that era. It must have been directly and intricately related 
to every aspect of their lives, for the occasions for celebration were manifold. 
Deity worship, solicitation of favours from gods and goddesses, black-magic 
chants, praying for a fruitful hunt, thanks giving for the same and the onset of 
each new season with its plethora of vivid flora must have encouraged those 
primitive men who did the paintings. 
About sixty dance scenes are recorded from Mirzapur2° and may be 
classified into six broad sub-groups: (1) dancers in a row. (2) dancers in a row 
holding each others hands or at the waist, (plate no.67) (3) dancers in a circle, 
(4) dancers in an indefinite file, (5) dual dancers, (6) single dancers. 
Under the first sub-group which depicts dancers in a row, there is a a 
vivid demonstration of weapon-wielding, hand-raised dancers aligned together 
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in the rock shelter at Hathwani. Another example of this group can be seen at 
Ghormangar and has a special value because the figures are depicted as half 
fish and half frog which supposedly, are in a dancing position. 
The dance form of the second sub-group is still very popular in 
Mirzapur. Under the third category, dance scenes depicts dancers dancing in a 
circle, remarkable for the postures of moving in a realistic form with their long 
waving hair and striking each other's palm.21 On close observation, it is clearly 
evident that these paintings have undergone a wide passage of time and covers 
generation of prehistoric men. It is extremely difficult to analyse the works as 
the paintings are usually superimposed on each other. Inspite of similar colours 
being used for the paintings, careful observation is required as lines tend to 
merge with each other. In order to get a clear picture of the process of 
evolution during the different periods, it is imperative to do a detailed study of 
the superimpositions. There are two types of superimpositions discovered. 
Under the first category, the figures are similar in colour and composition so 
difficult to distinguish; while in the other category, the underlying and 
overlying paintings can be easily distinguished as they have been painted with 
different colours or using different styles or a mix of the two.22 
On the basis of superimposition, the following stages have been arrived 
at: 
Stage 1: The paintings of this stage are termed as naturalistic since the figures 
are at the bottom and clearly visible only when the rock surface is brushed with 
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water. Also, the figures are bold and realistic, painted in flat wash using clottish 
blood colour. 
Stage 2: This stage may be termed as stylistic since the paintings are neither 
perfectly imitative nor completely symbolic. In the second stage, the figures 
have a tendency to become stylized. The size also decreases and the figures are 
painted both in flatx ash and outline. As the paintings of this period cover the 
largest span of time, they show minute difference in style. 
The paintings of this phase may be divided into three sub-phases - A. B 
and C. 
A. Paintings of this sub-stage are very life-like but they are not imitative. 
The figures are comparatively small and are drawn in outline only. 
B. The paintings of this group usually conform to the accepted outline, yet 
they are not life-like. The different limbs of the body are not shown 
proportionately but the rhythm and the general form is maintained. 
C. The paintings of this group are simplified forms, the curves of the body 
vanish and the whole figure has been reduced to straight lines with sharp 
angles but the characteristic features of the animal's anatomy is retained. 
Stage - 3: In the third stage. the figures gave way to symbols and thus 
appropriately called symbolic or cubist stage. It is so abstract that pictures are 
sometimes reduced to a triangle, or just an angle, a circle, a spiral line or a loop 
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and lattice designs. Such symbols overlie the paintings belonging to the second 
group. In Panchmukhi shelter No. 3 near Robertsganj, the paintings mainly 
belong to this group. The exact meaning of these symbols is difficult to 
decipher but there is no doubt that some of these represent human and animal 
forms. 
Stage — 4: Stage four is the cyclic evolution stage and is not a peculiar feature 
of the rock-art of Mirzapur only but has been observed in other regions of the 
world as well. The paintings belonging to this stage are executed in dirtyish 
white colour and superimpose the earlier paintings. At times, the animals are 
depicted by simple centaur lines but in majority of the cases they are painted in 
straight lines (plate no.8).24 
Chronology: The controversy about the dating of Indian rock paintings is as 
old as its first discovery. Right from the beginning, one group of scholars have 
placed them in the Stone Age.25 Carlyle associated them with Stone Age, while 
initially Cockburn was not ready to accept them as more then 300 years old. 
Later on, Cockburn suggested much earlier dates for these paintings and 
compared them with the old rock-paintings of Australia, South Africa and 
South America. U.A. Smith, however, differed with this view point. On the 
basis of superimpositions, it was Varma who came to the conclusion about four 
stages of the rock paintings of Mirzapur with three sub-divisions of stage 2.26 
He also carried out excavations in some of the rock shelters of Mirzapur and 
t 	 tried to correlate the excavated material with the rock paintings. Since 1964, 
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many painted rock shelters have come to light from different areas of this 
district. On the basis of a fresh observation, twelve phases under three broad 
groups may be suggested collectively. 
Phase I to IV 	Mesolithic 
Phase V to VII 	Neolithic/Chalcolithic 
Phase VIII to XII 	Historical 
Phase 1 is represented by naturalistic and micrographic figures of 
archers, animals and fish depicted in colours such as black, blood red and 
yellowish ochre. Vertical have been found underlying these paintings in two 
examples. 
The figures of phase II are generally painted using a single colour such 
as 'monochrome' and sometimes using two colours known as 'biochrome' 
with a white or yellowish border. Hunting and dance scenes are very expressive 
and show a sense of action and rhythm. The weapons used in the paintings are 
harpoons and barbed arrows. The x-ray style of depiction of human and animal 
figures includes animals with foetus. 
Paintings of phase III and IV are found overlapping the preceding 
phases and almost of the same style as those of phase II. The bodies of some of 
the animal figures are decorated with a checkered pattern. Lord-bearers, men in 
a row, dancers hand in hand, rowers, humped bulls and human figures with 
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sexual overtones are the main themes of phase V. Sometimes, men are shown 
with herds of animals and weapons appear to be metallic. Also, hunting scenes 
are reduced in number. 
Phase VI consists of figures of carts, chariots, large-horned bulls and also load 
bearers 
Phase VIII is represented by the white paintings of load-hearing men moving in 
a row and animals are found overlapping the paintings of phase VI. Hunting 
scenes are rare. This stage is distinguished by the symbols used in the paintings 
which resemble those of the Brahmi script and symbols found on the punch-
marked coins of the early historic period. Human figures with triangular or 
round head, x-shaped body — sometimes with genital organs — belong to this 
phase. 
Phase IX (about 300 to 700 AD) includes inscriptions of the Gupta, Brahmi and 
Sankha scripts and the paintings associated with them. Human figures are 
shown by an "X' shape. Various alpana designs and long apron-type coats are 
also noticeable. 
Phase X (about 700 to 1000 AD) consists mainly of war scenes. They depict 
sword-and shield-holding warriors and archers mounted on horses and 
elephants. Horse riders are painted in bright ochre and objects like sitar, trident 
and human figures are depicted in simple lines with their respective genital 
organs. 
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Positive hand prints and Nagari inscriptions belong to phase XII (1300 AD to 
recent). 
Thus, we can summarise that the illustrations of group one mainly depict 
themes of hunting and dancing; group two consists of the scenes of postural 
life, while the paintings of group three include war scenes, inscriptions, alpana 
etc., belonging to a developed culture.27 
The presence of rubbed haematite pieces in the Epi-paleolithic or 
Mesolithic layer from Shogi-ghat,28 Laltariya-dih.29 and Lek1ahiya,''0 etc., 
which might have been used to prepare colour provides us with the second 
element for dating. The C14 date for this layer from Lekhahiya is about 2000 
BC" which belongs to the hunting and food-gathering stage. On the basis of 
this circumstantial evidence gathered during the excavations in these shelters, 
we may conclude that the artists of the earliest paintings of these shelters were 
the people belonging to that. Therefore, we can conclude that the earliest rock 
paintings belong to that era. 
Several 04 dates ranging between 2040+/-110 and 12,190+/- 410 BC 
are available from the Epi-Paleolithic and Mesolithic periods from different 
sites of India.32 The C14 date of haemalite-yielding layers of this stage is 
around 6000 BC. 
During the Mesolithic phase, implements were made of microliths 
which is evident from the barbed arrow-heads demonstrated in the paintings, 
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The copper harpoons of the mid-Ganga valley date back to about 2000 BC. 
The harpoons depicted in the rock paintings seem to be made of bone, wood 
and stone blades, so these may be placed prior to copper harpoons. No metallic 
harpoon has been found in or around Mirzapur till date. 
The occurrence of a bone harpoon from the gravel III of Lohnnda Nala 
of Belan Valley is noteworthy to be mentioned. C14 dates for this layer are 
17,765+/- 340 BC and 23, 840 +- 830 BC. C14 dates from several engraved 
ostrich eggshells, discovered in different Indian sites range between 40,000 BC 
to 25,000 BC" A decorated Mesolithic core discovered at Chandravati, 
Rajasthan, is also important J4 The design engraved on it is similar to that of a 
few rock paintings. 
After considering the above mentioned facts, the dates suggested for the 
earliest rock paintings are 40,000 BC to 15,000 BC,3512000 BC,36 18,000 BC,3~ 
and 6000 BC to 5000 BC18and so on. Therefore, in light of the above facts, it is 
clear that the art activity in India has been present from about 25,000 BC and 
considering the very high order of artistic expression of the oldest rock 
paintings, a longer time may he attributed to their evolution and development39 
However, it would not be appropriate to date them so early till more concrete 
evidence has been found. The engraved ostrich eggshells, bone harpoon, 
engraved core and C14, dating back to 6000 BC do not belong to the painted 
rock-shelters nor do they have any direct association with them, while the C14 
dates of haematite yielding deposits are of about 6000 BC. Other 
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aforementioned evidences too do not provide any concrete ground in favour of 
an earlier date. So, at present, it will be appropriate to propose the date of 6000 
BC for the earliest rock-paintings and place all of them in the period of 6000 
BC to 1700 AD.40 
MADHYA PRADESH (BHIMBETKA): A World Heritage Site 
Bhimbetka in Dist Raiser of Madhya Pradesh boasts of one of the 
richest galleries of ancient au 7 dating from early Mesolithic to historic times. 
The gallery is home to numerous paintings which depict not only contemporary 
life in an ancient society but also the fauna and flora contributing to the 
ecological setting through different artistic styles. Some paintings also portray 
animals with or without humans.41  
Bhimbetka is home to more than 200 shelters of rock paintings within an area 
spanning 10 kilometers length from cast to west. The pioneer who discovered 
this site was Dr. V.S. Wakankar in the year 1957 but a systematic study of the 
site started in 1971. These paintings have been executed by prehistoric man and 
his successors on the walls and ceilings, in small hollows or niches and on 
uneven surfaces and corners. The painted eaves belong mostly to the 
Mesolithic age. 'Ihesc caves shed light on a very interesting point that men of 
that era lived together and the tools and weapons made by them for use are still 
intact. This kind of a long and undisturbed history of civilization has not been 
found in any other part of the country; neither have so many living places of 
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the prehistoric men been found at any place." The earliest paintings in 
Bhimbctka rock shelters near Bhopal date back to 6000 RC (though most 
carbon-14 dates are much later) which depict men with bow and arrow hunting 
animals. Human figures appear in stick-like forms. One such striking painting 
depicts a woman carrying a load. There are no paintings depicting inflation of 
human figures which might reflect a measure of distinction of rank or class 
within society; nor is there any suggestion of agricultural or even pastoral 
activity in these paintings. The drawing of a peahen represents genuine artistic 
skill", and the paintings belong mostly to the Mesolithic age.44 The Mesolithic 
in India may be 2 to 3 millennia older than in Eastern Europe and Middle 
Asia 5. The Bhimbetka caves in Madhya Pradesh have some of the oldest 
prehistoric paintings in the world. These paintings depict the civilization of that 
era and are said to bear a close resemblance to the aboriginal rock paintings in 
the Australian outback, the cave paintings of the Bushmen in the Kalahari 
desert and the Paleolithic Lascaux cave paintings in France. These caves 
belong to the Neolithic Age and have been recognized by UNESCO as a World 
Heritage Site. 
Art has no particular history of its origin. Since prehistoric days, man 
has always used stones and rocks to depict the civilization of that era and for 
this reason, he has been compelled to settle down in places where stones could 
be easily found. Thus, beautiful paintings and engravings, belonging to that 
period can be found only on those rocks and caves. With the passage of time, 
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men have left behind artistic impression of their beliefs, thoughts, dreams, 
everyday life; and flora and fauna of that period. Prehistoric man was the trend 
setter with his beautiful, elegantly etched figures of humans, plants and animals 
adorning their living places and a wonderful example of such art in India are 
the rock shelters of Bhimbetka in Central India. Here, rock paintings give a 
vibrant account of the life of people belonging to those periods. The Bhimbetka 
caves provide evidence of human occupation in the Paleolithic, Mesolithic and 
Neolithic periods, several thousand of years ago.46 
History of Rock Shelters 
The story of the discovery of Bhimbetka unravels with the train journey 
of V. Wakenkar to Bhopal when he spotted caves at a distance; similar to 
prehistoric rock formation observed by him in France and Spain. He returned 
with archaeologists and discovered several prehistoric rock shelters in that area. 
This led to the discovery of the oldest human settlement in India and one of the 
oldest sites in the world where petroglyphs were found. Petroglyphs are images 
etched in rocks by prehistoric, particularly Neolithic people. With more than 
seven hundred rock shelters, Bhimbetka is the largest repository of prehistoric 
art in India. It is situated at the Southern tip of the Vindhyachal mountains and 
gets its name after Shim Vatika or garden of Bhima, the Pandava prince in 
Mahabharata. It is about forty kilometers south of the Central Indian city of 
Bhopal. 
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The Bhimbetka caves were put on the World Heritage list of UNESCO 
in 2003. Around fifteen of the most spectacular caves are open to visitors. They 
have been carefully fitted with passage ways to keep visitors from damaging 
the drawings but at the same time ensuring that they get a good view of the 
paintings4'. Stone Age rock paintings of Bhimbetka caves are approximately 
9,000 years old'`. V. Wakenkar discovered several prehistoric rock shelters in 
1957 and more than 700 shelters have so far been identified. On Bhimhetka hill 
alone, out of the 243 shelters discovered, 133 are painted with some containing 
only a few figures. while others are home to several hundred. The depictions 
are remarkably expressive and descriptive in many ways, varying from the 
realistic to the stylized graphics, geometric and decorative. Paintings in the 
rock shelters at Bhimbetka range from largely Mesolithic, through Chalcolithic 
and Historical to the Medieval period'`'. Archeological studies revealed a 
continuous sequence of Stone Age cultures, as well as the world's oldest stone 
walls and floors. A broad chronology of the findings has been done, but a 
detailed chronology is yet to be created. The caves have, over time, evolved 
into excellent rock shelters and thus ideal sites for aboriginal settlements. The 
smooth shape of the rocks has led some scientists to believe that the area was 
once under water. The rocks have taken on incredible shapes in several 
stunning hues and textures. The aboriginal drawings hold a significant place in 
human history. The caves themselves offer interesting material for study of the 
earth's history. 
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Rock Shelters Paintings 
The prehistoric caves, which are in true sense the portal to the ancient 
gallery of Bhimbetka" is home to some fascinating paintings dating back to 
Paleolithic times and have existed since hundred millennium years. The earlier 
artists had created their own stone floors, left behind hand-axes. cleavers, 
scrapers to remove flesh and fat from the skin of slaughter animals and tiny 
needles made from hard quartz in all its sharp and colorful fortes. 
The entire area is covered with thick vegetation, has abundant natural 
resources in its perennial water supplies, natural shelters, rich forest flora and 
fauna, and bears a significant resemblance to other rock art sites such as the 
Kakadu National Park in Australia, the cave paintings of the Bushmen in 
Kalahari Desert, and the Upper Paleolithic Lascaux cave paintings in France.50 
The rock shelters and caves of Bhimbetka is a treasure house for a number of 
interesting paintings that depict the lives and times of the people who lived in 
the caves including scenes of childbirth, communal dancing and drinking, and 
religious rites and burials, as well as the natural environment around them. 
Each figure is usually almost complete in itself. Generally, the rock artist has 
wisely used the irregularities of rocks to minimize his hard work and create 
impressive effects. In the single figures, he had drawn them as per his desired 
size and direction. Not restricted by any laws of perspective and horizontal, eye 
level or ground lines, nor bound by the aesthetics of light and shade, the rock 
artist drew figures of his own choice." Although he lacked the mathematics of 
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drawing, his aesthetic sense of rhythm and balance is displayed even in 
portraits. The masterpiece drawings discovered at several shelters are proof of 
his exceptional sense of artistic ability in depicting expression and sound 
knowledge of animal anatomy (plate no.13). 
Wakankar has listed four types of composition in Indian rock paintings. 
These are individual animal figures, long panels, panels covering the entire 
wall surface, and small groups of animal and human figures. One such 
outstanding example is the simplified figure of a Chinkara painted in shelter 
13-15. Forceful outlines of unequal thickness, unpainted space inside trunk, 
neck and head, extended tapering legs and the balanced form of the animal 
make the painting a depiction of matchless beauty.52 
There is one puzzling aspect to this creativity with regards to use of 
space wherein large spaces of rock have been left blank and the artist has 
generally painted repeatedly only on a particular part of the rock. He did not 
paint all the shelters even though it had ample wall space, good protection from 
natural calamities and easy accessibility. The reverse is sometimes true. 
A study of the cave paintings which is a natural art gallery and an 
archaeological treasure has revealed a superimposition of paintings suggesting 
that the same canvas was used by different people at different times. Based on 
these, archaeologists have classified these drawings and paintings under seven 
different periods. 
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The first period, represented by the Upper Paleolithic era depicts 
paintings mostly of animals like bison, tiger and rhinoceros with linear 
representations of red and white in addition to stick-like human figures. The 
second period is the Mesolithic era which is characterised by the hunter 
gatherer stage and has paintings of both human and animals. It largely depicts 
hunting scenes and the types of weapons that were used (plate no.12). Pictures 
of hunters armed with bows, spears, and arrows, barbed and tipped with 
microliths adore the walls. The social activities of the people are also depicted 
through the music and dance scenes. 
The third period or the Chalcolithic era shows men leading a settled life 
viz., moving on from the hunting and gathering stage to the agricultural and 
farming stages. In this stage, the paintings and drawings on the walls are 
similar to those found in the pottery of that period viz., geometric patterns in 
red and white colors. 
The Early History era. comprising of the fourth and fifth period marks 
the beginning of an ornamental and decorative style. Here, an abundant use of 
red, white and yellow colors is evident in the paintings depicting riders, 
religious symbols, tree gods, tree spirits. yakshas and sky chariots. The sixth 
and seventh period or the Medieval age is the most recent stage where the 
paintings are more geometric, linear and schematic. Paintings of brahmanical 
gods like Cianesh and Nataraja make their first appearance in these rock 
shelters. However, the intricacy of the previous eras are missing and the 
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paintings are a bit crude in their artistic style, suggesting that by this period 
Bhimbetka had passed the zenith of its artistic excellence. During this stage, the 
drawings are mostly painted in green with traces of pale yellow, dark purple, 
and red. These caves have been used as shelter by the people from the earliest 
periods and the paintings are a mirror of evolution of humanity through that 
period. No wonder then that the caves have become a haven for tourism in 
Madhya Pradesh. 
Subject matter and method of Paintings 
The paintings show striking similarity to the aboriginal rock paintings of 
the Savanna region of Australia executed by the pygmies of the Kalahari Desert 
and the Paleolithic i.ascaux cave paintings of France.S3 The rock art of 
Bhimbetka led to the discovery of the oldest human settlement in India and 
also, one of the oldest petroglyph sites in the world.54 
The rock paintings of Bhimbetka also bring to light the fact that the 
artists did not limit themselves to game animals and their hunters but also 
painted several aspects of the daily life of their society. During the later period, 
artists were highly interested in drawing hands of running and fighting soldiers, 
horsemen and elephant riders. The subject matter of the paintings of Bhimbetka 
has been studied under the following seven headings (plate no.13, 14, 15, 16). 
1. Figures 
2, Scenes 
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3. Mythology 
4. Material culture 
5. Nature 
6. Decoration 
7. Others 
Figures recorded in the rock paintings are broadly classified into two 
groups (1) Human figures and (2) Non-human figures. The themes are of great 
variety, ranging from the mundane daily activities of life to sacred and royal 
images. These include hunting, dancing. music, horse and elephant riders, 
animal fighting, honey collection, decoration of bodies, disguises, masking and 
household scencs.55  
Paintings depict the lifestyle of the people of that era and include scenes 
of child birth, communal dancing and drinking, and religious rites and burials, 
as well as the nature and environment around them and are executed mainly in 
red and white with occasional usage of green and yellow. Animals such as 
bisons, tigers, lions, wild hoar, elephants, antelopes, dogs, lizards, crocodiles 
etc. have been abundantly depicted in some caves. Popular religious and ritual 
symbols also occur frequently.56 
A rock popularly known as "zoo rock" depicts pictures of sambhars, 
elephants, bisons and deer while another rock houses paintings of peacock, 
snake, deer and the sun. in one scene, a bison is seen pursuing a hunter while 
his companions stand by helplessly and in another, horsemen are accompanied 
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by archers (plate no.13). Prehistoric artists also used religious symbols to adorn 
the walls of these caves. Most of the paintings are super imposed, sometimes 
with twenty layers, revealing that the area may have been used by different 
generations of people over a period of time. 'l'he cave paintings depict a period 
of more than 30.000 years to as recent as the medieval period. Some geometric 
patterns. zigzags and wavy lines are also seen in the paintings of Bhimbetka. ;' 
Technique and Materials: 
The Indian tradition of rock paintings would seem, rather incorrectly, at 
first sight to be overwhelmingly monochrome with a predominant use of red of 
various shades ranging from ochre or haematite containing iron oxide (plate 
no.16) and secondarily of white, derived from lime, and rarely of green and 
yellow derived from copper minerals (plate no.17) or blue or coal black 
obtained from manganese or charcoal.58 Four techniques have been used in the 
creation of Indian rock paintings. These are wet transparent colour, wet opaque 
colour, crayon and stencil. Apart from painted surfaces, even drawings have 
been recorded on rock surfaces. These include engravings, carvings and 
bruising. Except for the stencil technique. the other techniques have been 
commonly used in the execution of figures at Bhimhotka. The colours used by 
prehistoric rock painters were derived from minerals. The most common colour 
was hematite red. In India, hematite is recorded at nearly every prehistoric site 
from the Mesolithic period.59 The paintings at the rock art sites of Bhimbetka, 
although assumed to have been executed using 21 colours, today appears to 
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have been done by rubbing the colour nodule dry. or with water, without any 
visible use of organic binding material and drawn using finger tips, brigs, hair 
brush or by spraying with the mouth. The bases of chronology are accordingly 
found in colour in excavations (largely derived from minerals), cultural 
content, flora and fauna, superimpositions and styles of execution.60 The 21 
colours in the rock paintings of Bhimbetka are white, ashy-white (grey), 
creamy white, yellow, yellow ochre raw sienna, raw umber. orange, dark 
orange, vermilion, scarlet, light red, dark red, burnt sienna, burnt umber, 
crimson, dark crimson, purple sepia (chocolate), emerald green and black. The 
main colour used for rock drawings is white with yellowish and bluish tints. 
Nearly half the figures are in this colour. The next common colour is light red 
(plate no.12, 13, 16).61  
Auditorium Cave of Bhimbetka: 
The prehistoric art of India is considerably older than African Art. The 
world's earliest art has been discovered in the Madhya Pradesh region of 
Central India. Auditorium cave comprises a large horizontal tunnel, roughly 25 
metres long leading to a cavernous high ceilinged chaniber with three 
passageway exit: The whole cave gallery resembles a cross whose centre is 
marked by a huge rock, some nine cubic metres in size, known as "chiefs 
rock." Within the auditorium cave complex, archeologists have found eleven 
petroglyphs (plate no.53). Nine cupules were first discovered in a large vertical 
boulder face above ground level. The petroglyphs were located in a 
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weatherproof section in the heart of the cave, but significant corrosion had 
taken place due to their exceptional antiquity.62 Some beautiful figures and 
rock art are also painted on the wall of the auditorium of Bhimhetka cave. The 
caves are typically pitch dark and thus it is difficult to locate paintings on the 
walls. Certain paintings are located at the entrance, but those in the interior are 
in much better shape because it is protected from rain. These paintings were 
drawn either to decorate the caves or to keep oneself entertained. They were 
created as a means of escape from the mundane routine and suffering and as a 
form of devotion to supernatural entity. Most of them are not planned or 
organized nicely. Some have not taken the trouble to erase older paintings 
before drawing the new ones on them.63 In few spots, four or five layers of 
sketches are found on top of one another. 
BIHAR 
Bihar has one of the most varied history in India. Pre-historical lifestyle 
which has been depicted in the rock paintings discovered have not only added a 
new dimension to Indian history, but have also clearly led to the conclusion 
that indigenous culture is uniform all over the world. Central and Southern 
India contain paintings identical to those discovered in Bihar and the Indian 
rock paintings on stone walls have close resemblances with those found in 
Europe and Africa. The rock paintings of Spain's Alta Mira and France's 
Lascaux are almost similar to those found in Bihar. Sadly, the tradition of 
painting on rocks did not last long in European countries; whereas in India, 
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they became an integral part of life. The overlapping or super imposition 
effects noticed in the Bihar rock paintings clearly prove that these paintings 
were done over a period of time. Ancient Bihar, known as Magadha, was the 
center of power, learning and culture in India for 1000 years. India's first 
empire, the Maurya Empire, as well as one of the world's greatest pacifist 
religion. Buddhism arose from the Bihar region. Many ancient Indian texts. 
written outside of the religious epics, were written in Bihar, of which 
Abhijnanasakuntala was the most prominent. Bihar was an important political. 
military and economic center of Indian civilization during the ancient and 
classical periods of history.' 
Kaimur Hills 
Kaimur hills is a small hill range and the antiques present there provide 
a unique opportunity to study our indigenous culture and to analyze the current 
socio-economic conditions of ancient Magadh and the reasons for its downfall. 
The hills, which are on the eastern side of the Aravalli range, are relatively low 
with the maximum height being only around a few hundred meters. The hills 
are home to many water falls including Keoti Falls, Chachai Falls, Tobs Falls, 
Odda Falls and Devadari Falls, amongst a few others. This is a very interesting 
place to visit and can be accessed from Bihar easily.65 Many pre-historic rock 
paintings and inscriptions can be found in Kaimur hills on the Bihar side, thus 
making it a popular tourist destination. Many of the rock paintings date back to 
the time of the Neolithic settlements and are extremely well preserved even 
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today despite the effects of nature. There are figures of dancing, walking, 
running and hunting describing the life of the people during that period. Also, 
paintings of sun. stars and moon have also been found(Plate no 18,19,20,21).66 
Like any other traditional art, the rock paintings too happen to be the creations 
of our female ancestors. On realizing the importance of settled life, human 
beings settled themselves in caves close to flora and fauna. While the male 
adults hunted for food, the females decorated their caves with paintings, mostly 
depicting hunting scenes as well as fishing with how and arrow, symbols of 
religious significance and animals of different shapes. 
Most of these paintings, however, appeared dull, probably because of 
the thick layer of dust that had gathered on them. These paintings, belong to the 
Mesolithic period of 5000 BC to 2500 BC, and extend up to the British period. 
The tradition of drawing sketches on the rocks began some 30,000 years ago. 
Prehistoric human beings drew sketches of nature on the rocks and caves where 
they resided with the help of their improvised tools. These type of paintings 
have been discovered all over the world, including Africa, America, Europe. 
Central Asia, former Soviet Union and Australia. In India. they have been 
discovered in several districts of Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh. Orissa, 
Andhra Pradesh and Bihar. So far. 2,000 such rock shelters and several 
hundred prehistoric paintings have been discovered in our country, depicting 
the cultural specialties of the inhabitants of the particular region through the 
ages and they have been classified accordingly. 
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The paintings of the Mesolithic period were done with sharpened tools 
or with the help of a brush or by using the sharp edge of a tree branch. Food 
store scenes too appear in a few paintings. The oldest paintings are in green and 
white and are comparatively larger. In Bihar, rock paintings were first 
discovered by Dr. Rakesh Tiwari in Garhwa district in 1971 and thereafter in 
Hazaribagh. Nawada, Koderma, Giridih, Jamui, Bhavanathpur and Sati Pahari. 
The paintings at Sati Pahari have been named Mado and Kohabar. 
Rock Shelter-I is a large cave at the top of the Kaimur hill and can 
accommodate about 200 persons at a time. A stream of water flows inside the 
cave round the year. Mesolithic tools including a scrapper have been fished out 
of this stream. It is widely perceived that this region was inhabited by human 
beings during the Mesolithic period. 
Rock Shelter-II. which is located a bit away, is a natural cave of smaller size. A 
stream of water flows close to it and Mesolithic stone tools have been 
discovered from this stream as well. 
Paintings on this rock shelter, depicting the ancient lifestyle, are spread over an 
area of 25.5 m x 3 m. Human figures have been shown with both hands raised. 
These types of human figures also appear in the paintings discovered in 
Madhya Pradesh. however, an Australian archaeologist, Numamair, described 
these paintings as more appealing than those found in the rest of the country. 
Paintings of the later ages give more prominence to geometric designs where 
squares appear in a considerable number, whereas circles and triangles are 
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comparatively less. Hunting scenes and animals dominate these paintings(Plate 
no19). At one place, human figures appear alongside a row of trees where a 
male figure has been shown carrying a prey on his shoulder. Figures of buffalo, 
tiger, deer, stag. various kinds of birds, trees, plants, sun, moon, lotus and 
flowers and vegetables of different kinds are depicted in these paintings. In 
some cases, slanting lines bifurcate the squares. Similar figures also appear in 
the rock paintings found in Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh. 
Rock Shelter-III paintings in Sati Pahari have rare figures of feather insects. 
These pictures also depict metamorphosed human figures and animal forms. 
Fishing scenes too appear in these paintings.67 
Multiple rock-painting sites have been discovered in Saraiya, Rattam, 
Raum. Thethagi and Satapahari regions in Tandwa block of Hazaibagh. These 
paintings mostly depict animals in their natural form. Even hornet's nests and 
whirlpools have been accurately portrayed in the rock painting of Bihar. The 
Mesolithic paintings do not have many geometric designs but these appear 
abundantly in the later paintings using more than one colour in some of the 
pictures. These paintings bear a close resemblance to the ones found in Katni 
district in Madhya Pradesh. Whirlpools also appear in the rock paintings found 
in other states. Extensive survey and operation work may lead to many new 
discoveries enabling us to understand the lifestyle of our ancestors and thereby. 
even give a new turn to our history'.68  
ORISSA 
Rock art has a global distribution with an archaeological importance 
dating back from the prehistoric period till the early historic period. This is the 
only written and visual document available to historians in order to get a clear 
picture of the civilization of that era. It is a storehouse of information about 
prehistoric communities of which very little facts are available, other than a 
few bone and stone implements used by our ancestors. Interestingly, rock art 
has been discovered in a variety of forms and styles in paintings (pictographs) 
and in engravings (petroglyphs drawn on natural rock faces). 
Orissa remained an obscure area in the rock art map of India due to the 
lack of further research on the subject, in spite of the earliest evidence of rock 
engraving being reported here as early as 1933. The rock paintings discovered 
in the easternmost state of' Orissa have an entirely different art tradition with 
paintings and engravings being used complementarily. At the same time, they 
also have several traits in common with the Mesolithic paintings discovered in 
other parts of India. The paintings comprise mainly of human figures and 
unclear pictures of animals and thus are comparable to the early rock pictures 
from South India for their stylistic features.69 
Orissa Rock (Rock Shelter) Paintings 
Prehistory was recognized as an independent discipline in 1857 and 
Orissa holds an important place in the world atlas of prehistory, since 1876, i.e. 
within a span of 17 years. Valentine Ball reported the discovery of four stone 
implements in the year 1887 in Dhenkanal, Kalinkata in Angul district, 
Harichandanpur near Talthcr in Angul district and Barsupalli in Kuchinda 
subdivision of Sambalpur district. However, such a promising beginning in 
prehistoric research was not pursued for about half a century until it was 
revived in 1923 by Puramananda Acharya's discovery of ground and polished 
stone axes at Baidipur in Mayurbhanj district. Kuliana, the first ever Paleolithic 
site in India, laid the foundation of scientific archaelogy and thus led to the 
discovery of many more sites at Baripada, Kuchai and Kuliana.'°  
Orissa found its place of pride in the rock art map of India in 1933 when 
K.P. Jayaswal (1935) reported one of the earliest evidences of rock engravings 
from the rock shelter of Vikramkhol in the present district of Jharsuguda 
(erstwhile Satnbalpur district). Scholars like N.P. Chakravorty (1936) Charles 
Fabi (1960) and G.C. Mohapatra (1982) debated more on interpreting 
Vikramkhol engravings as an ancient script or mere motifs than reporting any 
new rock art site. S.N. Rajguru (1950) and J.P. Singh Deo (1976) reported two 
important rock art sites namely Gudahandi and Jogimath from the erstwhile 
district of Kalahandi. The rock Shelter at Jogimath is now in Nuapara district 
after bifurcation of the district into Kalahandi and Nuapara. District gazetteers 
of Sambalpur and Sundargarh mention rock art sites at Tllap in Jharsuguda 
district, at Ushakuthi and Manikmoda in Sundargarh district respectively. 
Behera (1992) and Neutnayer (1992 and 1993) reported simultaneously about 
the discovery of line painted rock shelters in Chhengapahad in Sundargarh 
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district. Excepting the above mentioned scholars, no serious attempt was made 
by any other scholar to take the study of rock further in Orissa. 
In the present monograph, the author takes the effort to present a 
consolidated report on rock art and rock art sites in Orissa by exploring and 
documenting 40 new rock art sites along with the earlier 12 sites. the report 
states the discovery of 2241 specimens of painting and 3,534 specimens of 
engraving have been documented from 55 rock shelters; out of which while 31 
shelters document engravings, nine shelters report engravings along with 
paintings and 15 shelters are exclusively decorated with paintings which is a 
rare phenomenon, not reported so far from anywhere in India.p1  
Rock Art Sites in Orissa 
The western districts of Orissa which include .Tharsuguda, Kalahandi, 
Mayurbhanj, Sambalpur, Sundargarh and Suvarnapur are home to all the rock 
art sites, with the two districts of Sundargarh and Sambalpur accounting for the 
highest concentration of rock art sites in the state. The geomorphological set up 
of the rock art sites of Central India accounts for more than one third of the 
countiy'% heritage of rock art. 
The rock art sites in Orissa are known to the local by various names; 
either as Lekhamoda meaning `rock shelter with writing', or Ushakuthi 
meaning worship hall' or `ritual chamber' or Ushakupa meaning `ritual cavity' 
or T.ekhaputhar meaning 'stone with writing'. Often they are associated with 
the epic heroes, Rama and Bhima, and Bhimamandali(Plate no.24) 72 
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Sambalpur: 
Ptolemy (2"" century A.D.) in his work, famously known as "Sambalaka 
has described Sambalpur as the gateway to the bewitching western zone of 
Orissa and abundant in lush green forests, colourful wild life, captivating 
waterfalls; rich tribal culture, folk songs and dances and a variety of 
monuments. Sambalpur was headed by the celebrated ruler Indrabhuti; the 
promoter of Vajruyana Buddhism. who played a major role in helping 
Sambalpur earn a place in the cultural history of India. It has also earned 
international fame in recent times due to its famous handloom textile works. 
The textiles for their unique pattern, design and texture commonly come under 
the patent of Sambalpur. It also boasts of some rare places and items which are 
unique in nature.73  
Around 25 rock art sites were recorded in the year 1999 by Dr. 
Sadashiba Pradhan which was a major break through in the history of rock art 
research in the state, out of which a large concentration of rock art sites was 
found in Sambalpur. A further 17 sites have been added till date and the rock 
shelters are located in two hill ranges in Rairakhal tehsil namely Rail and 
Landmal. There is a common belief in people of this area that these are 
heavenly bodies of work and is a shelter for the god and goddesses who reside 
in them. 
Some of the paintings have triangular pictures resembling female 
genitals and are profusely depicted in all the shelters. The others depict a host 
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of geometric and non geometric pattern and motifs with wavy, straight and 
parallel lines, hoofs, strokes, dots, palms and foots. Certain paintings bear a 
resemblance to animals like deer, antler, boar. sambar, birds, serpentines, 
lizards, fish, turtle. etc. 	Two important rock art sites namely Vikramkhol 
and C lapgarh have been discovered in the district of Jharsuguda. 
Vikramkhol: 
Vikramkhol in Jharsuguda boasts of a number of rock art sites and these 
caves were home to prehistoric men who decorated it with engravings and 
paintings of geometrical forms of humans and animals(Plate no.22)." 
The rock art sites of Vikramkhol are situated at a distance of 8 kms from 
Belpahar in the reserve forest named after the first rock art site reported by K.P. 
Jayaswal in 1933. The rock art site which is now a protected site under the 
supervision of Archeological Survey of India houses engrav 
ings and paintings in an area of 11 m/2.11 m.75 K.P. Jayaswal, the first 
antiquarian to study these engravings, was of the opinion that the engravings at 
Vikramkhol are a pictographic inscription, partially encased and partially 
painted in two lines. He further said that the writing was from right to left and 
the characters in the inscription belong to a period in between the script of 
Mahanjodar and Brahmi.76 The Vikramkhol engravings are different from the 
engraved patterns and motifs found elsewhere in Orissa." 
The engravings in the rock surface have been destroyed to a large extent 
due to the streaming rain \pater from the top of the rock surface. Some of the 
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identifiable forms are a host of triangles with or without depression at the 
centre resembling female genitals, footprints, double triangle cobra hood 
marks, dot and two specimens of rectangular geometric designs and the 
depiction of an animal. 
These engravings have been done using a paste of ochre, or a moist 
hematite lump was rubbed in these grooves. Besides engravings, the remaining 
surface of the shelter wall appears to have been originally painted with 
different forms and patterns. 
Ulapgarh Ushakuthi 
The rock art shelter at Ulapgarh is situated at a distance of 7 km north 
east of Belpahar town near the village Ulap, which is locally known as 
Ushakuthi. Ulapgarh derives its name from a late medieval fort situated on the 
top of the hill where paintings and engravings were discovered. Paintings are 
done in monochrome of red, bichrome of red and white and polychrome of red, 
white and yellow. Artists have used various geometric and non geometric 
designs, spirals series of triangles, zigzag wavy lines, honey comb, ladder, 
wheel etc. to execute their paintings. Anthropomorphic and zoomorphic motifs 
are totally absent in the paintings. In engravings, the designs visible are palm, 
foot, triangular female genital patterns, zigzag lines, circles, brackets, dots, 
loops, hoofs, cobra hoodmarks, a large canine animal and many other forms. A 
large canine animal is conspicuous in the midst of these engravings.'s  
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Kalahandi: S.N. Rajguru discovered a rock art site in 1950 known as 
Gudahandi in the district of Kalahandi. This is situated at a distance of 20 km 
from Koksara in Kalahandi district and is home to 24 specimens of fast 
disappearing paintings in red, blue and black. The paintings comprise of 
diagonal lines or dots on the borders: circles, wheels with spokes, apsidal 
patterns, oval shapes with dots, executed either in monochrome of red or in 
polychrome of red, blue and black. 
Keonjhar: Keonjhar is famous for several prehistoric paintings discovered on 
the natural rocks in this area. The Ravana Chhaya rock in Sitabinji in Keonjhar 
district contains paintings of a very high order which range from small 
geometrical floral patterns to animal motifs such as dear, stag, cattle and 
sambar. Certain paintings comprise of human figures which are depicted as 
hunting domestic animals or fighting and dancing. This rock tradition of 
pictorial paintings has passed on generations till the present day which are 
noted in the mural paintings of tribals.79 
Mavurbhanj: Rock paintings have been found at three shelters, known as 
Pakhanpathar, in the district of Mayurbhanj near the village Jamda in 
Rairangpur tehsil. There is a unique painting executed in monochrome of red 
and facing northwest and is quite unusual as it has been found at a height of 
7.26m and documented for the first time in Orissa. Other forms like Roman's, 
dots, circles one upon the other connected by semi circles and crescents were 
also found. Locally, it is called as Lekhapathar meaning stone with writing. 
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Nuapara: A rock shelter known as Jogimath is situated in the district of 
Nuapara on the top of a granite hillock near the village Risigaon at a distance 
of about 10 km from Khariar. It was first reported by J.P. Singh Deo in 1976. 
The painted forms comprise of stick-like human figures, cattles with or without 
hump. concentric circles, squares, bowl like shapes drawn one upon another 
and dambaru like shapes. A total of 27 specimens of paintings in monochrome 
of red and bichrome of red and white made of boulders have been documented 
till now. 
Khurda: Khurda occupies a distinct place in the historical map of Orissa. This 
district is home to the world famous Udayagiri cave and along with Khandagiri 
cave, a total of 117 caves have been discovered here which contain a number of 
rock art paintings. Another famous cave called the Hati Gumpha is also 
situated here(Plate no.26). 
Sundargarh: 
The Sundargarh region has a rich cultural heritage and boasts of 36 rock 
art shelters. They are Manikamoda. Ushakupa, baurikupa, choramoda. 
jhinkamoda, jodabilmoda, Imlimoda I. Imlimoda II. tango and a group of rock 
art sites under the name of Lekhamoda and others under the name of 
Ushakuthi, Akhanda Parvata near Belsara at Tangarpali Block and Mahavir 
Parvat in Bargaon block. There are evidences of man living in this region, since 
the Old Stone Age, in the form of stone tools used by them for hunting found at 
Manikmoda, Ushakothi, Tonga and Lekhamoda, signifying the development of 
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human culture in this region. Sundargarh district has almost 2/3 d` of the rock 
arts so far discovered in Orissa8° (plate no.25). 
Manikmoda: 	In the rock art shelter of Manikmoda, located at a distance 
of about 8 kms in the tehsil headquarter south west of Hemgiri, beautiful 
historical rock paintings have been discovered. These are paintings of animals, 
birds, humans and hunting scene. This natural cave has water resources in it8' 
and is adorned with 57 specimens of paintings which include human figures, 
animal forms of humped bull and (leer and miscellaneous pattern and shapes. A 
variety of hues and colours in monochrome of dark red, orange red, white and 
yellow have been used to execute these paintings and the lone specimen of an 
engraving of a serpentine can be found near the water source. Sometimes, these 
earlier paintings are super imposed by paintings done in white colour and hence 
the subject matter also gets duplicated, for example a humped bull being 
dragged or charged by a man. The human figure in white and orange red carry 
sword and shield, stick and other unidentified subjects and are clad in 
draperies. The depiction of flanuman carrying a hillock in flying pose is very 
interesting. The rock shelter yielded large number of microliths which include 
blades. blade-lets, points. burings. lunates. triangles, scrapers, fluted cores, 
flakes and chips in association with lumps of haematite, which indirectly 
suggest the antiquity of some paintings found in these rock shelters. The 
extensive rock shelter of Manikmoda is gifted with a perennial water source 
oozing from the rock crevices, which is stored in a deep cavity on the bedrock. 
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Lekhamoda Group: 	Lekhamoda group. comprising of twelve rock 
shelters in the reserve forests of Chhengapahad and Garjanpahad has the richest 
repository of rock paintings in Orissa. It was recently discovered by Dr. S. 
Pradhan and Dr. P.K. Behera of Sambalpur University and situated in the 
reserve forests of Chenga pahar and Gurjan Pahar within a radius of 0.5 Km 
from Kanika. The paintings feature a series of zigzag, wavy, criss-cross and 
parallel lines executed within a square. rectangle or a circle or even without any 
geometric formats and are executed in monochrome of dark red and white and 
biochrome of red and white. They, more or less, look like carpets, blades, saws, 
nets, honey combs, etc. The other depictions include animal figures like deer, 
monkey, humped cattle, goat, peacock, lizard, frog, turtle and snake. Human 
figures are very rarely represented.82 Triangles, foot and palm prints are quite 
popular (plate no.23). 
Tongo: Tongo is situated near the Giripur village in Hemgir Tehsil. The rock 
shelter which has a total length of 50 m is adorned with 190 specimens of 
engravings executed on the back wall up to an area of 35 m. Triangular shapes 
resembling female genitals predominate the engraved forms. The other forms 
are palm and foot prints, rhombic and honeycomb patterns, serpentine and a 
host of forms resembling Roman characters like X, Y. T and H. The rhombic 
pattern is a decorated motif of "Tango. Serpentine at places take the shapes of 
female genitals. All these engravings were originally filled in with a paste of 
ochre in their grooves. Though there are no discernible paintings at Tongo, in 
one case the shape of a scooped out female genital has been exquisitely 
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embroidered in yellow over red. The decorative pattern has been achieved due 
to an urge for sophistication in simplicity" (plate no.25) 
Ushakothi: Ushakothi is situated near Rajbahal in Lephripara Tahsil. Paintings 
were found in three rock shelters whereas engravings were found in only two 
of these i.e. Rishikund and Situkund. The engravings of Rishikund, executed 
over a well demarcated surface on the back wall are very interesting and are 
smeared with a layer of red colour. Here again, the engravings are in the form 
of human palnt, foot and triangular patterns resembling female genitals. On the 
right of the engraved panel, an area of 1 m x 0.60m has been painted with an 
excellent specimen of intricately woven design in dark red and yellow 
pigments. Except for a few specimens of palm prints and triangular patterns, 
the entire wall of the rock shelters is randomly decorated with a host of 
broom/beaten brush or red patterns in dark.84 
Baurikupa: This rock shelter is situated in the reserved forest of Jangir in 
Himgir tehsil, 2 km north of Usukupa. The identifiable representations are a 
host of triangles, rhombic patterns, animal forms, palm and a series of cupules 
and strokes. 
Chormoda: Situated in the reserve forest of Bagh-chagha-Kendu, the rock 
shelter is so named because it was a hideout of thieves on the highway between 
Raigarh and Sundargarh. As many as 826 specimens of cupules were 
documented. This rock shelter, with its unique representation is an important 
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addition to the rock art heritage of India in general and to that of Orissa in 
particular. 
Jhinkmoda: The rock shelter of Ihinkamoda is situated on the bank of Rani 
Darhanalla at a distance of about I km south of Chormoda and derives its name 
due to the natural habitat of porcupines. 
Jodabilmoda: The rock shelter Jodabilmoda is situated on the left bank of 
Bhalujuria Nala in Diagarh reserve forest. This place is so imtned due to the 
two large subterranean pits present in the shelter.85  
Inrlimoda I: Imlimoda I is situated on the right bank of the Sapnei Nala in the 
Dhanubauns reserve forest. This place derives its name from a tamarind tree 
present in front of the shelter which is home to 109 specimens of engravings, 
out of which 89 are the unusual tzmale genital patterns. 
Imlimoda II: Imlimoda II is situated on the right bank of Kurkuti Nala in the 
reserved forest of dhanu Rana. The rock shelter depicts 24 specimens of 
engraving. 
Suvarnapur: 1 hrce rock art sites have been discovered in the reserve forest of 
Puja Dungari in the district of Suvamapur, situated at a distance about 5 kms 
from S Rampur. The rock shelter is locally known as Chandli Ushakuthi on 
account of the proximity of the village Chandi to the rock shelter. This shelter 
was originally home to several paintings which is evident from traces of ochre 
found in a large portion of the shelter but this has now been reduced to a few 
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specimens of paintings and engravings. The surviving paintings represent deer, 
boar, foot, and cupules.86 
Orissa is home to several prehistoric and historic rock art dating back to 
about 2000 years old and has a distinct regional style of rock art. The unique 
formation of the rocks have encouraged artisans to settle here and to paint and 
engrave on them using numerous geometrical forms and figures of human and 
animals. The perfect combination of rock etching and paintings, both 
complimenting each other is a rare phenomenon and rarely witnessed anywhere 
in India. The caves are composed of one or more cells and a few of them are 
connected by huge verandahs supported by pillars. The sculptural art was at its 
epitome even in the prehistoric period. The rock shelters and engravings are 
witness to the remarkable examples of the Orissa's golden history B7 
KERALA 
Kerala, situated in the southern most tip of India is God's blessed state with its 
lush forests and Western Ghats. These beautiful hill stations are not only 
famous for its vacation destinations but are also home to the famous Kerala 
spices. Also, they hold a special place of importance due to the presence of 
monuments relating to the pre-historic time of Kerala and India. Ihe prehistoric 
cave drawings and paintings discovered here provides us with remarkable 
evidence to the lifestyle and culture of Stone Age civilizations here 8s 
History of Kerala Rock Art Research 
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Kerala occupies a place of pride in the history of Indian rock art 
research. It is the least polluted region due to its well-preserved vegetation. 
Elegant houses built with laterite bricks and gable-roofs of dark orangish tiles 
enhance the beauty of the land. Amidst the greenery witnessed all around, these 
houses look like hermilion dots in a green garb from a distance. The prehistory 
of Kerala has been a subject of controversy among archaeologists. Robert 
Bruce Foote, father of Indian prehistory attributed this to the geographical 
factors. H.D. Sankalia made similar observations while describing the 
Mesolithic cultures of India. In 1974, Sankalia himself made a research and 
found ancient gravel beds in various parts of the Ponnani river basin and also 
excavated a few stone tools. P. Rajendran discovered as many as 20 Mesolithic 
and seven Paleolithic sites in the state.89 
Kerala is very rich in Megalithic monuments. Since the fist discovery 
made by Babington in 1823, hundreds of Megalithic burials have been 
excavated in different parts of the state. The first specimen of abraded drawings 
was discovered at Edakkal. The cave was first visited by Collins Meckenzie in 
1890. Henceforth, it underwent scrutiny by a number of other archaeologists 
such as by Fred Fawcett and Hultzsch in 1894, 1895, and 1896, Bruce Foote in 
1897 and by R.C. Temple in 1899. 90A few beads were discovered by Fawcett 
in the cave at ManglamiCap, and Philip Lake found a fine belt of granulite at 
the foot of the Kanakad hills. Some of the main rock art sites in Kerala are 
noted here?' 
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Ezhuthuguha 
"Ezhuthuguha" means "cave of writing".92 EzhuthuGuha rock paintings 
are found at Koodakavu sandalwood reserve forest at Maravoor in the 
Marayoor Panchayat at an elevation of 1000 meters above mean sea level. 
Style and Colour: Starting from the left corner, the first square-shaped design 
begins with a series of semi-circles all along its three arms. The inner space is 
filled with the image of five children. On the right hand side is the drawing of a 
naked man seemingly with three arms, two of the arms is shown raised above 
the head and the third below the left arm. A young man is shown facing a 
donkey-like animal, probably a doe-deer. There are four more men visible at 
two places, one on the right of the five men and three a little beyond. The 
former one is shown bent over a curious object whose only four leg-like parts 
are now visible. The latter three figures are depicted as lying supine and one 
standing by their side. The straight lines form many rectangular and square-
shaped chambers of which seven are still visible. Lower and right portions of 
the design are weather-beaten. Above the design, two giant animals faced by a 
tiny human being are shown in a fleeing position. 
The white pigment, excepting the man is bent over a curious object. 
Burnt sienna is used as a second colour to outline the figure painted with the 
same white colour. Burnt sienna is applied on the figures of an earlier phase but 
very little of it remains now. The two animal forms are easily identifiable. The 
animal below the bent man is now visible by his torso and legs only while the 
V 
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second one, painted above the five hunters/dancers has lost his legs. This 
animal has two spike-like horns and a small raised tail like that of a goat. 
The next painted surface towards the right is some four metres away 
from these figures. This is more eye-catching due to its well preserved and 
multicoloured paintings. Two small sized images of fauna are found at a little 
right from the striped goat. 
In the centre of the rock, there are four more humped oxen surrounded 
by the drawings of cattle, deer and goat. Their colour and style also differ from 
the earlier figures. Animal drawings look very stiff and second grade creations. 
The colour used for the drawings is burnt sienna. Superimposed on the 
drawings of oxen, deer and goat, there are three giant human figures drawn in 
white and red pigments (plate no.29). They are also depicted in an ascending 
and magnifying order; for example the man on the left is life size, the second 
on his right bigger and the third towards the right is the biggest, up to three 
metres in length. The life size figure is made with a single white colour with no 
visibility of hands and feet. The figure is divided into four compartments — 
head, arms and chest, lower torso up to waist, and hips and legs. The first two 
parts are filled in with rows of parallel arches. The torso, divided vertically into 
two parts is filled with a series of zigzag lines, and the lower half of the body 
with irregular linear motifs (plate no.30). The body below the knees is blank 
and not filled with any colour. There are around 90 painted motifs in dark 
crimson colour below these human figures which are the sharpest items 
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amongst these. A large number of visitors flock this most important rock art 
site in Kerala and thus has been ex:ensively vandalized over the past 20 years 
or so since it was thrown open to public.93  
Edakkal Cave 
Edakkal cave carvings are the main protected spot far visitors in 
Kerala.94 The literal meaning of "Edakkal" is a "stone in between". getting its 
name due to a heavy boulder precariously balancing itself between two rocks 
on the ceiling of the cave."' Edakkal eaves belong to the protected Stone Age 
monuments in Kerala attracting a sizeable number of tourists daily to the site. 
This is situated at the top of Themnalai (W'ayanad), around 1000 metres above 
sea level. These caves were home to the Stone Age people thousands of years 
ago and they have recorded their unhappiness and anxiety at the social changes 
brought about by the Iron Age technology in these eaves. In 1910, an amateur 
British archaeologist rediscovered these carvings and brought it to the notice of 
general public. These caves are remarkable for their markings in stone and the 
quality and quantity of the prehistoric drawings are very rarely found in other 
places in India.96 Toherimala is another prehistoric rock art site located at the 
Tea Estate of Harrison Malayalam ltd in Wayanad district about 14 kms east of 
Ambalavayal. The rock shelter is situated at a distance of about two kilometers 
from the estate office and are not visible in dense the forest and can only be 
accessed by foot. The Toberimala site is not a proper cave but a rock shelter 
with a prominent overhanging roof which faces to the west. Edakkalmala rock 
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site area is on the west which is clearly visible but difficult to`ase rtnm whether 
this would have been the case before the area was deforested in the late 19th 
Century. There are thin linear engravings inscribed in the rough grained ceiling 
and in the northern wall with around 13 small cup-marks on one of nine 
boulders lying inside the shelter, and cross-hatched marks on the outer wall 
which may be an identification mark for the shelter.17 The Fdakkal rocks have 
been engraved with grooves, either by Neolithic tools or chalcedony pieces.98 F. 
Fawcett was the pioneer, who as early as 1892, drew attention to rock pictures 
of Bellar as well as rock engravings of Edakkal caves on the hills of Edakkal 
Malai in Wyanad, Kerala, situated about 30 kin north-west of Ooty near 
Sultan's Battery.99 This study was published in 1901. The right and left walls of 
this rock-shelter are totally inscribed with engravings. The representations at 
Edakkal collectively symbolises a sense of periodical ritual festivity and the 
engravings relate to the Neolithic period. Engravings of the latter phase mainly 
belong to the Megalithic period (late phase of Neolithic age) which may date 
back to 1000 BC. The engravings on the left wall depict two prominent human 
figures with headgear and one with decorative objects along with a human 
figure with elaborate head dress, an elephant, a wild dog, plant and flowers, 
and a wheeled can. Apart from these, there are a number of other geometrical 
figures.'" The drawings on the walls go up to a height of over four meters and 
are present till the bottom of the present floor level of the cave with deeply 
carved motifs and signs which look particularly dramatic in the cool mellow 
sheen of the damp interior.101 It comprises of about 446 carved motifs (plate 
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no.27, 28). On the right wall, the drawings consist of a few male and female 
figures, triangular signs representing human figure, a few geometrical signs and 
a human figure along with a conical sign. These engravings signify a tribal 
inhabitation which survived on hunting and shifting cultivation.1 ' It was an 
exciting discovery, as these were the first specimens of abraded drawings found 
in India.103 Edakkal cave was ereatci by a fissure due to the change in climatic 
conditions and the gap in the rock i; about 22 ft. in width and 90 ft. in length. 
The abyss and gap in the rocks extends to over 30 ft. when viewed by a 
spectator.1°4 There are Stone Age pictorial writings on the walls of these natural 
caves in the form of murals. in late 2007, a major effort had been initiated by 
several archaeologists — both Indian and western to have the UNESCO declare 
the site of the Edakkal caves a world Ileritage Centre.'' 
Method and Media of Figures Style: The first composition is executed on the 
highest part of the vertical rock. This is a group of 28 small lines forming a 
bisected triangle and three main lines supporting other smaller ones. The 
second composition is below the first one and depicts a group of six lines 
meeting at a common centre and two other L-shaped figures. On the right, there 
is a trident-shaped sign. To the further right, arc four Y-shaped signs — two 
inverted and the remaining two upright. There are 12 more patches 
accompanying these graphics, together making it look like an inscription. The 
rock surface below these signs and also towards the right side is full of linear 
patches, Y-shaped signs, intersected circles or wheels, circles with cross marks 
and triangular, rectangular forms as well. 
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A single rock surface depicts a fur-like animal and an eye-shaped design 
filled with small patches which are all carved out and whose right boundary is 
marked by a natural upliftment of the rock on which the second composition is 
drawn. In the composition, the first two crosses and a curious design are 
formed of angular lines." Figures are carved out by scratching the rock 
surface with some hard instrument. The carver has used a peculiar style while 
depicting human figures. Around these, there are many other unidentifiable 
signs such as three anthropnmorphs, two plain motifs, one crossed square, one 
pot-shaped item, two Y-shaped signs, one triangle and three angular lines. The 
outline of an elephant is also identifiable. There are 70 other lines running into 
different directions and founing sometimes L, X, Y, M and Z-shaped motifs. 
The most eye-catching and somewhat formidable motif is a life-size frontal 
pose of a human figure with raised arms and hair. 
F. Fawcett has identified seven more curious figures as masked human 
beings. The rock surface is full of linear motifs which are a jumble of lines and 
vertically carved depicting four line drawings of human beings., eight dog-like 
animals, three squares with inner crosses, a rectangle divided into nine square-
shaped chambers, six crosses, two wheel shaped motifs and four other symbols 
created with small patches. Out of these, many motifs are invisible now.107 
(plate no.27, 28).Thcre are five ancient inscriptions out of which two have been 
deciphered. The carvings have become more puzzling due to vandalism. Some 
drawings depict human figures, as if wearing masks and heavy garments and 
having raised hair whereas others are of deer-like animals, a man fully clothed 
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carrying a palm branch not easily identifiable as that of a human being.108 
About 446 carved motifs are identified in Edakkal cave, some with inner 
crosses, crosses, triangles and tridents; squares and a rectangle, divided into 
nine square-shaped chambers; stars, wheels and quatrefoils; spirals, whorls and 
volutes, plant motifs, pot-shaped items, various animals including ones 
resembling foxes, dogs and dear and the unmistakable outline of an elephant 
and human figures, men and women, most of them are with tight garments and 
weapons. Some figures have masks and heavy garments also figure in the 
carvings on the walls or these iaves.109 On the northern wall also, there are 13 
small cup-marks on one of the nine boulders lying inside the shelter. 
Unfortunately, the engravings on the rock surfaces have been badly damaged 
by recent visitors and sadly, these lack the sophistication of their prehistoric 
forebears. "° Kerala also has several tribal and folk art forms. 
Attala 
Attala, situated near the village of Kavakudi in the west part of Marayur 
township is in the Marayur Panchayat of Devikulam Taluk of Idukki District."' 
Attala means `the cave of the goat' 1. The very first drawing on the extreme 
left to which the shelter owes its name, is that of a deer-like animal, probably a 
tahr milking her kid. The small-sized animal has two scimitar-like semi-
circular horns. Her left facing shadowgraph along with her small kid is very 
natural.1 '3 The rock paintings of Attala are situated on a colossal east facing 
rock shelter some 1500 meters above mean sea level."' 
so 
Except for a few figures. most of the drawings are schematic and simple. 
There is a drawing of a cavalier which has become very faded now. There is 
one more faded crude figure of an elephant rider, and below it is a hill-shaped 
linear motif. Deep inside, there are two drawings — a shadowgraph of a horse 
and an image of a giant lizard, Two rectangular decorative designs are noticed 
on the right side of the riders. The designs are filled with the vermiculite 
motifs. A tiny human figure with stretched arms and a trishul sign can be 
noticed below the design. In the interior, five men are shown on a decorated 
platform and surrounded by two trishuls and a humped bull. The third shape is 
of a man, probably beating a huge drum on the right side of the enclosure, and 
an elephant rider with both his arms raised above his head. The elephant is so 
schematic that the riders seem as if standing on a bridge. One more man is 
standing beneath the elephant. Just below the drummer, there is a drawing of a 
cock or a peacock and there is a large image of a lizard on the top. On its right 
side is a tree, a flower pot, a circle and four signages. Below the tree are two 
trishuls and two humped oxen. On the right side of the flower pot, a big bird, 
an ox rider, two curious objects and six small signs are noticed. Visual 
graphics belonging to an earlier phase are also visible. An ox-rider and a 
drummer are the two other motifs clearly visible. There are no drawings found 
in the extreme north corner of the shelter."' The artists have made abstract use 
of visual language of form, color and line to create a composition which may 
exist with a degree of independence from visual references in the world.116 
Except for a few human and animal tigures(Ylate no.31,32,33,34), most of the 
paintings are of abstract designs. 
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Method and Technique of Rock Painting 
Rock art and paintings is a favourite subject of archaeologists the world 
over. This interest does not pertain to only the subject matter but is studied for 
their antiquity and techniques. 'Rock Art' refers to all types of artistic 
activities, either paintings or engravings on rocks and has been classified into 
two main forms; pictographs and petroglyphs. Pictograph refers to printed 
figures that are also termed as rock paintings and conveys its meaning through 
its pictorial reference to a physical object. Petroglyphs refer to abraded 
drawings and are created by incising, carving or pricking on the surface of the 
rock and are broadly known as rock engravings. Technically, pictographs may 
be further divided into four groups; transparent coloured, opaque-coloured, 
dry-coloured and stenciled. Similarly, petroglyph may be grouped, on stylistic 
grounds, into five categories; engraving, carving, brushing, dotting and cup-
marking. Another important distinction between pictograph and petroglyph is 
that pictographs are found on the walls and ceilings of naturally formed caves 
and rock shelters while petroglyphs are confined to open rocks and boulders. 
Rock paintings have been executed using mineral colours directly on the 
raw surface of the rock without smoothening or chiseling of the natural rock. 
No background colour was applied before painting and the rock surface was 
not smoothened with plaster. In petroglyphs, engravings occur in the form of 
line drawings. Carved out forms and bruising are incised on rock carvings and 
figures are produced by rubbing the upper surface of a coarse-grained rock. For 
instance, in making a `bruising', the desired figure is first outlined on the rock, 
then the inner portion of the outlined drawing is rubbed-out with a hard stone to 
reveal the light tone of the rock.(flate no.37) Dots and cup-marks are made by 
hammering the surface gently, and some of the cup-marks are as deep as 50 
centimetres with an equal diameter throughout its depth. These big holes on 
hard rocks certainly indicate that the help of metallic instruments was taken and 
probably a drilling technique was utilized.[  
India has one of the world's six major rock art concentrations. The other five 
countries are south-western Europe, Russia, North Africa, Southern Africa and 
Australia. India is also the first country in the world to discover the prehistoric 
rock art sites of Stone Age era. the following chapter gives a detailed account 
of the methods and techniques used during the prehistoric times to execute the 
beautiful paintings and engravings. 
Methods and Techniques 
Use of Crayon Line Drawings 
These paintings have been executed using a very simple technique. Dry 
crayon colours of various shades such as green, dark red or yellow ochre have 
been used or artists made a thin paste of the colour in thin leaf bowls and 
painted the drawings directly with brushes made of palm, hands and feet. Oil or 
fat has been used as a solvent for colour. 
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Tthis technique has rarely been used in Europe. The paintings changes its 
colour to a black hue due to the dampness of the caves and the monsoon rain 
water leads to a fungus growth over the organic matter. 
In a few places, recent drawings have been done by cowboys using juice 
of the trees (such as Dhudhi), but this has either flaked off from the rock or 
turned into a blackish colour. 
Lining and washing: 
There are pre-drawn lines existing on rocks since long and this technique 
involves wash used to colour the interior of the drawing. Silhouette drawing is 
a general term for such paintings. The outline is always in perspective but legs 
are often shown in movements giving a peculiar look to the figures. 
Painting: 
There are a few drawings observed in Lakhajuar where the parent surface of the 
rock was engraved in a sharp line to give elevation to the coloured drawing. 
There is hardly any example of spray painting in India. The painting from 
Kabra Pahar (Raigarh, M.P.) is a woven mat design in which the mat was 
perhaps held over the surface and then the colour was sprayed over it to give a 
stenciled impression.2 
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Engraving: 
This technique refers to the pecking done on the rocks using some sharp stone 
implement and brings out the desired results wanted by the artist. Suitable 
examples for such type of engravings are the ones in Kargil area which are 
pecked by sharp pointed stones. No chisel was necessary to obtain thin battered 
points. The South Indian engravings are also the result of pecking by harder 
stones. The Edakkal engravings have been executed by repeatedly grooving the 
surface, probably by some sharp stone implement. 
Bruising and Battering 
The term `battering' has been used for hard stroked surfaces and bruising' for 
lightly stroked surfaces. The engravings in Sangankallu, Tekkalkota and other 
Karnataka sites as well as those of Banda have used both the techniques of 
bruising and battering on granite rocks. There are broad battered lines filled 
with bruising done by stone hammers. In many cases, the engraved figures 
have a clear outline because of battering as in wash painting; the remaining 
body surface is packed with or filled with bruising and the surface with less 
deep battered marks? 
Engraving or Incising: 
This technique refers to very thin engraved lines and figures of animals and 
birds which have been observed at Bhimbetka. They are a jumble of engraved 
lines. These lines are so thin that it is extremely difficult to visualise the 
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morphology of the figures. The bird (peacock) is drawn in a bold outline using 
free strokes of a sharp stone tool. The animal figures are that of Bison (Bos 
Gorus) engraved on a 1 mm thick encrustation of calcareous deposited over 
the sandstone surface, probably prior to the Mesolithic period. Later, the 
engraved lines appear to have been filled with similar later encrustations. 
Thus, engravings in Indian rock-art sites mainly showcase techniques 
such as peckings, bruising, battering, grooving or engravings (not chiseling). 
These are the general techniques which were practised by prehistoric artists in 
India in particular and the world in general. But sadly, the artistic creations of 
the pre-historic times have lost its sheen as they have been affected by several 
natural and human agencies which has result in their weathering and 
destruction.4 
Apart from the broad techniques used in these paintings, focus should 
also be placed on the colours used in them. Non-transparent colours such as 
dark crimson and dark red have been used to execute the paintings in the 
historic period. Out of 6214 figures at Bhimbetka, 3319 are executed in 
transparent colours, 2803 in opaque and 57 in crayon. Thirty five drawings 
were too badly fragmented to ascertain the technique used in them. The most 
common colour used by prehistoric rock painters was hematite red which was 
derived from minerals. Its usage has been known since the Acheulean period in 
Africa. Europe and India. It was also used by Mousterian man in Europe. 
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In India, hematite is recorded at nearly every prehistoric site from the 
-4 
	
	 Mesolithic period onwards. The green. yellow and dark red dancers from 
Bhimbetka. Bhopal. Raisen, Pachmarhi and other Vindhyan sites also 
demonstrate a de eloped sense of depicting stylized human and naturalistic 
outlines of animal figures. In the absence of any reliable data, it can be safely 
presumed that it must have been preceded by a long tradition of artistic activity. 
Forms: Linear and Figurative Designs and Motifs 
The rock paintings (Pictographs) and other incised drawings 
,a 	 (Petroglyphs) are the earliest "texts and documents" of man's efforts which can 
be easily deciphered and appreciated. as these communicate to us in the 
universal aesthetic language of forms and styles. In order to get a clear picture 
of the prehistoric past. primary sources also have to be explored which include 
artifacts, weapons. skeletal remains of man and animals, kitchen refuse, 
dwelling, pottery and some other imperishable objects. Besides these, there is a 
very rich treasure of parietal and chattel art which dates back to thirty thousand 
years B.C., contributing significantly to our knowledge of the prehistoric past. 
For example, parietal art includes not only superb examples of rock paintings, 
but also rock engravings and carvings such as beautifully carved out motifs of 
animals and human forms, along with objects of daily use made up of antlers 
and bones. 
A 
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The shape, meaning, date or the purpose of rock continues to be a mystery. 
There are various shapes of iconic and non iconic, figural and geometrical, 
simple and complex motifs. stickmen and women dancing with other stickmen 
and women arm in arm, composed of superimposed triangles, elongated 
rectangular, cylindrical, squared off trunks and huge flaring head dresses. Also 
visible are hybrid demonic, masked, chimerical figures, deer, head cocked 
back, running helter skelter, chased by stickmen, convulsed with motion, armed 
with huge bows and arrows. Cattle in procession with their entrails and skeletal 
frame are shown in x-ray style along with men and women gathering 
provisions. These are themes shared by the rock art in Chhattisgarh with the 
rest of Central India. So are altars, wheels, trees, circles, foot palm prints and 
geometric triangles, zig-zag lines, arcs. grids, concentric circle, squares, spirals, 
catenary curves, repetitive intertwined arrangements of dots, loops, meanders, 
dashes, strokes, rhombic patterns. The tradition is predominantly pictographic, 
though petroglyphic (engraving), pictographic (pointed engraving) and 
geolyphic (boulder cut engraving) art exists in other parts of India, for example 
Orissa, Kerala, Central India, Kumaon etc." 
Moreover, these historical evidences are as warm and vibrant similar to 
the period of their creation. These reveal not only the archaeological 
information regarding early man, his environment and society but also display 
man's inner world of psychology, faith and beliefs. These also provide a 
picture about the early developments of art and craft, the use of weapons, tools 
and the techniques of hunting and gathering adopted by the Stone Age man. 
In short, these art forms reveal several aspects of the social., cultural and 
economic life of prehistoric man. The rich cultural trails and lifestyles are 
depicted in many Indian rock paintings which include large group of dancers, 
or even men singing, playing musical instruments, enjoying swings, eating, 
drinking and making love. 
Symbols: 
There are 584 abstract designs in Bhimbetka caves. The symbols are in the 
form of a Swastika, a rayed sun, parallel lines and an octopus.° These include 
representations of the trident, wheel, undecipherable signs. circles, semicircles, 
lines, dotted lines, angular lines and patches of colour. Only II of these are 
treated as symbols. All of them are found on the ceiling of a single shelter, 
namely F-35/b. 
The design, engraved on a core consists of a rhomboid in volute or spiralled 
formation in a pair of parallel lines going clock-wise beginning from the centre. 
The arms of the designs are criss-crossed by short incised lines. The 
examination of accurate lines, both of the rhomboid and the hatching suggest 
that it was probably produced by a sharp point. These geometrical designs 
suggest that they had an adequate knowledge of various geometric patterns and 
developed their art activities by combining them in proportionate designs. 
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It is interesting to note that similar kind of designs have been discovered 
in many of the Indian rock shelters. They have revealed identical designs which 
have been used to fill up the body of birds, animals and even human figures. 
Besides these, there are several other rock paintings bearing geometrical motifs 
like honeycomb and groups of concentric rhomboids, hexagons, squares or 
rectangles which represent close parallels to the designs. All these variations 
seem to have been of related geometric motifs (plate no.53, 67, 68). 
This unique design may be depicted as a symbol used by the ancient 
people, as it has been used in several rock paintings distributed in various parts 
of the Indian subcontinent. Some rock paintings showing similar designs likely 
belong to the Mesolithic period.' 
Nature of the Pigments 
The rock paintings of that era have been executed using colours derived 
from minerals. Although about 21 colours have been said to be detected at the 
rock art sites, the most common colour was hematite red as seen at Bhimbetka 
caves. In India, hematite is recorded at nearly every prehistoric site from 
Mesolithic onwards. A. Carleyle had collected red ocher from the floors of 
painted rock shelters in the Mirzapur region as early as the 1860s. From the 
same region, GR Sharma has reported the use of hematite in Mesolithic burial 
rites. I-ID Sankalia has recorded soft hematite with smooth rubbed surfaces 
from the Mesolithic sites of Langhnaj in Gujarat.s  
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The Indian tradition of rock paintings would seem, rather incorrectly, at 
first sight to be overwhelmingly monochrome with a predominant use of red of 
various shades derived from ocher or haematite containing iron oxide and 
secondarily of white, derived from lime, and rarely, of green and yellow 
derived from copper minerals, or blue or coal black obtained from manganese 
or charcoal. The paintings, as it exists today, appears to have been done by 
rubbing the colour nodule dry, or with water without any visible use of organic 
binding material, using finger tips, twigs, hair brush or by spraying with the 
mouth. The paintings are usually outlined once or sometimes twice in red with 
red infill and occasionally in white, with red or white infill varied by 
alternation of yellow, green and red. However, what remains in case of the 
older paintings are the shadows of oxidation covered by a transparent patina of 
silica or water soluble, opaque patina or dust or mineral precipitate. The dark 
red painting might have been initially made in orange and yellow. The white 
pigment is very transient compared with red. 
Vishnu S. Wakankar in his book "Stone Age Painting in India" says that 
the pigments used by the artist varied with the period and style. Three styles of 
paintings with white pigment made from kaolin or limestone have been 
discovered. There are a few exceptions, as at Pachmari, where black or deep 
purple obtained from magnesium oxide has been used. In ten instances at 
Bhimbetka, copper compound has been used to produce a bright shade of 
green. But the great majority of paintings were done with hematite or other 
oxide of iron to provide colour in red, yellow. orange, or brown. Most of these 
compounds are usually available in surface deposits not far from the painting. 
The minerals were probably ground to a powder with a mortar and pestle or in 
the natural hollow of a nearby rock. The powder was mixed with water and 
applied with a brush, probably made of palmetto twig with one end pounded 
free of pulp to expose the fibers. After the pulp has been pounded off and the 
fibers left to dry tier a few minutes, the result is a brush that will hold a 
substantial load of pigment. and with which firm, sharp lines can be drawn. 
Experiments also showed that a skilled artist can produce small outline figures 
quite rapidly but paintings involving large areas of wash were laborious 
projects. In one style, it appears that a finger was used to apply a thick line of 
kaolin. There is one instance at the Kabra Prahad shelter near Raigarh where 
powder was blown or sprayed onto a wet surface. 
The petroglyphs are mostly in the nature of brushings rubbed with stone on 
granite in southern Deccan. In the Himalayas, these include dots, holes, 
conical, u-shaped cup marks, large pits, foot prints ostensibly done by 
hammering and drilling, probably with metal tools.9 Except for the Himalayan 
petroglyphs. the Indian tradition of petroglyphs is largely figural. 
Subject Matter and Style of Pre-Historic Art 
The paintings and engravings discovered at almost all places mentioned 
above have depicted hunting scenes, the reason being that the pre-historic man 
was solely dependent on prey for his food. His daily routine was to kill some 
animal and eat the same. Mostly, the hunting of rhinoceros, elephant, ox, boar, 
horse, tiger, deer, buck, stag and porcupine is found among these paintings. 
Pointed spears. bows and arrows, etc. in the hand of human figures are also 
painted. Some other tools and weapons made of pointed stone have also been 
painted. 
The depiction of birds and animals is not only from the point of view of 
hunting, but also from the point of utility and ornamentation as well, such as 
deer and stag which are beautiful animals. Goats and cows have also been 
painted. There is very little depiction of birds with only peacock being 
generally painted. I igures of ducks etc. are negligible (plate no.70, 73). 
Symbols of worship and well-being like Swastika. Trishul, circle, 
triangle etc., are also found in pre-historic art (plate no.74, 75). The signs and 
symbols of witchcraft have been found painted in these caves. The pre-historic 
man lived in groups along with some pet animals who stayed like family 
members. This could be the reason that in addition to the hunting scenes, 
animals have also been painted as members or companions of the family. In 
comparison to animals in European cave paintings, those in Indian caves are far 
more superior as regards variety, craftsmanship in drawing and ornamentation. 
There are various points of similarity in the animal sketches of Gwalior, 
Bhopal, Mirzapur, Pachmarhi and Kabra Pahor as regards colour scheme, style 
and drawing. Often man has also been painted with the same style, force and 
dexterity as the animals. The paintings mainly are of human figures in natural 
garments as well as in disguise of animal skins. The figures have been drawn 
with flat lines. In some figures. a thin body has been depicted by only one line. 
Some figures are of Damru1° shape or of rectangular shape and some are 
decorated with lines. Ear, nose, eyes etc., are generally not depicted. These 
figures are imaginative and artistic but some are incomplete making them look 
weak and unexpressive. At some places, there is peculiar use of imagination as 
these figures have been drawn by mixing human and animal figures in different 
forms. The depiction of human figures with bows and arrows and with different 
weapons has also been found in pre-historic age group (plate no.52). 
There is evidence of the use of natural power of material in a mechanical 
way in Neolithic age. In Spain and Rhodesia also, the depiction of man with 
bows and arrows has been found. Scholars believe that bows and arrows were 
in use throughout the world during this age. In hunting scenes, the animals 
have been shown pierced with arrows. The maximum depiction of man with 
bows and arrows is found in Pachmarhi area. In some caves, bows and arrows 
are not depicted but some spear like weapons are shown. There is no depiction 
of man with bows and arrows in Singhanpur, Kabra Pahar and Raigarh area. 
We also find some warriors depicted with swords and spears, battle axe, baton. 
dagger, shield and sword, and pointed baton etc. The different poses and 
vigorous styles of warriors make the picture very lively to look at. 
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Depiction of horse riders is also found in this age. At places, riders have 
been shown without saddle and bridle. The depiction of horses is mostly found 
in Pachmarhi, Hoshangabad, Bhopal, Banda and Mirzapur but there is no 
depiction of horses in Raigarh area. In some paintings, master and servant 
relation is depicted. Also, lot of battle scenes have been found" and wrestling 
is depicted at some places. Baton shaped sword and shield, stone pieces and 
bows and arrows are shown in these battle scenes. 
Drawings of the post-Mesolithic period generally show domesticated 
animals, chariots and bullock carts, men riding elephants and horses or engaged 
in fighting and other activities (plate no.63,64,67,68,69).'2 The main subject of 
prehistoric rock paintings is game animals and their hunters. The depiction of 
family life is quite rare with mother and child, cow, dog, man, women etc. 
having been depicted in certain family scenes. Group dances and performing on 
drum-like instruments has been the subject of pre-historic paintings. Besides, 
they also depict social, religious and cultural activities of contemporary social 
groups. String instruments and figures playing on flute type instruments which 
are prevalent until now has also been painted during that time. 
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Daily Life in Prehistoric Indian Painting 
In general, rock painters have depicted humans, animals and other 
figures independently and complete in themself. Nevertheless, there are many 
groups of figures that are clearly intended as compositions. Scenes depicting 
activities such as music and dance are grouped under culture. Man's basic 
requirements for survival and livelihood are food, water and shelter which are 
available in most regions of India and is the reason why primitive men chose to 
live in the forests from the very beginning. This has also been the reason for 
prehistoric paintings of that era found in the rock shelters and eaves where 
primitive man existed and used these aptly to depict his lifestyle and feelings 
and emotions. 
Flora and Fauna 
The flora did not impress the painters much and there is very few 
representation of vegetation in rock art(Plate no.48). Tn case of fauna, some of 
the animal and bird figures depicted are now extinct. Paintings of animals like 
elephants, bisons and gaurs are still existent in many other parts of India (plate 
no.70, 73) but there is no information on the rhinoceros, which is now extinct 
in the area but did exist in the recent past. This animal existed in this part of the 
country as early as the Chalcolithic period and the paintings of this animal can 
be dated between the Chalcolithic and early historic periods. Similarly, 
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paintings of huge birds resembling ostriches are also found, these existed 
during the prehistoric period but are now extinct. Thus, the drawings of these 
extinct birds and animals suggest a probable date for these paintings.' 
Men and Women 
The main subject matter depicted in the paintings has always been man 
and woman and the remaining images are of hunters, dancers, drummers as 
discussed under scenes of mythology. As a general rule, figures of men and 
women are stick-shaped. The male body is generally shown as less rhythmic 
than the female (plate no.69). The male body is more natural and is also less 
bulky than the female.= These figures have been divided according to subject 
matter, for example, man with mace, man with axe, man with animal, man 
engaged in other activities, man taking drink, dancer, drummer, copulation, 
superman, mother goddess, ritual performer, bull rider, man in cave and 
woman with child, images of pregnant women,two man under a tent(Plate 
no.41). These figures are stylistics, decorative, geometric(Plate no.61), 
decorative and abstract. The images are drawn in transparent colour technique 
and opaque .3  
Hunting Scenes 
Stone Age men were fundamentally hunters and food gatherers and in 
Bhimbetka alone, there are 285 figures of hunters, with nine of the pictures 
depicting women as hunters.(Platc no.42,43,44,45,46,47,62,71) Red and white 
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humped bull, humped bull with huge horns,a composite creature man in red 
with an animals head,stage and other animal with rectangular adorned 
bodies,red and white humped bull,red elephant,hunting a deer notice the grass 
in the deers stomach.engraved hunting scene on a stone slab with two identical 
suns and dog). In 20 compositions, scenes of communal hunting occurs and 
the most eye-catching is found in shelter c-38, where 12 cheetals are shown 
pursued by six hunters with one of them carrying a large broom shaped trap. 
Conditions for human survival were harsh during those times.' 
Animals and Birds 
Apart from human figures, animals and birds are also depicted in 
majority in pre-historic paintings.(Plate no.72,73) Some animals are depicted in 
silhouettes, yet look very attractive. A number of animals are depicted and 
include large to small-sized herbivores with mixed feeding habits of grazing 
and browsing (elephant, buffalo, cheetal), carnivores (tiger, leopard). The large 
bovids like bison, bull, nilgai and to some extent water buffalo are well known 
for their adaptability to micro-environments. These animals can be recognized 
as grassland traverses (a community group) making best use of perennially 
available grasslands. 
Rock paintings belonging to the Mesolithic and later periods mainly 
depict hunting scenes and animals in their natural habitat. This group includes 
wild and domestic animals, birds and other creatures. The animal figures vary 
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in size from a few centimeters to several metres, beautifully decorated with 
geometric and abstract patterns (plate no.60). The animal figures are 
respectively stylized and decorative and they consist predominantly of lion, 
tiger, leopard, cheetah, rhinoceros, wild buffalo, ox and cow, gaur, nilgai, 
chinkara, blackbuck, sambar, swamp, deer, chital, muntjac, bear, boar, hyena, 
wolf, dog, langur, monkey, elephant, horse etc. There are some drawings of 
rabbits, squirrels and small creatures like lizard. The paintings of domesticated 
animals include cow, buffalo, pony, goat, sheep and dog. Frog. fish, crab and 
scorpion are also found(Plate no.50,51,54,55.55,59). The chital or spotted deer 
is well represented in the rock paintings. The rock painters used conventional 
motifs for filling up the unpainted spaces on the trunks and rocks of animals 
belonging to dillcrent species. Mostly, figures arc painted in red colour in their 
decorative natural style and transparent techniques.5  
Symbols and Designs 
Various symbols of Swastika and Trident have been discovered as well 
as footprints have been recorded from several places. The second symbol is 
created with the help of two circles, two dots and two small lines.` A large 
variety of designs are seen in the pictographs of the region. The most common 
and easiest method of decoration has been to fill the desired spot with fingertip-
dots,  The common method of creating design was to mark the surface with 
parallel rows of chevrons or zig-zag lines as well as a wavy lines or a creeper 
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motif Different designs based on geometric forms are also found which 
include rectangles, squares, semi-circles and circles.' 
Arms 
The depiction of human figures with various weapons including bows 
and arrows has also been found in pre-historic age group (plate no.56). There is 
proof of the use of natural power of material in a mechanical way in Neolithic 
age. The bows and arrows were in use throughout the world during this age. In 
hunting scenes, the animals have been shown pierced with arrows. In some 
caves, bows and arrows are not depicted but some spear-like weapons are 
shown. There is no depiction of man with bows and arrows in Singhanpur. 
Kabra Pahar and Raigarh area. 
Maximum depiction of man with bows and arrows is found in 
Panchmarhi area. Some paintings depict warriors with swords and spears, battle 
axe, batten, dagger, shield and sword and pointed bottom etc. The different 
poses and vigorous styles of warriors look lively (plate no.57). Depiction of 
horse riders has also been found in this age (plate no.65) and at some places, 
riders have been shown without saddle and bridle. The depiction of horses is 
mostly found in Panchmarhi, Hoshangabad, Bhopal, Banda and Mirzapur with 
no depiction of horses in Raigarh area. In some paintings, master and servant 
relation is depicted. Lots of battle scenes and wrestling have also been covered. 
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Baton shaped sword and shield, stone species and bows and arrows are shown 
in these battle scenes .8  
Dance and Music 
The main subject of pre-historic rock paintings is game animals and 
their hunters and dance and music. As time progressed, daily life become easier 
and the native man turned to dancing on music with pictures of group dance, 
mark dance and stick dance being depicted in the paintings. Dance is the most 
important social celebration depicted in the rock paintings of all regions in 
India. It must have been directly related to pre-historic an, 
Although it's a common concept that the native man was naked, the 
artist has painted clothes on all the dancers, possibly the clothing was unisex. 
Besides, they also depict social, religious and cultural activities of the 
contemporary social groups. Drawings of the post Mesolithic period generally 
show domesticated animals. chariots and bullock carts, men riding elephants 
and horses or engaged in fighting and other activities. 
The depiction of family life is quite rare. The subject of pre-historic 
paintings includes mother and child, cow, dog, man, women etc, group dances 
and playing on drum-like instruments. String instruments and figures playing 
on flute type instruments which were prevalent until now has also been painted 
during that timc.9 
Shelters 
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A number of shelters have revealed the occupational history of man 
from late Achculean to the beginning of historical times. They are rich in 
paintings which are located higher than the surrounding land surface. Later, 
artists have often painted over existing paintings and several superimpositions 
of figures are found. Some shelters contain only a few figures while others 
have several hundred. On the other hand, shelters with no evidence of 
habitation have not only the largest number of paintings, but also the oldest, 
aesthetically most pleasing and visually most impressive paintings. Most of the 
paintings are located in shelters which are welt lit and get direct sunlight from 
the rising or setting sun. The climate of that region is tropical monsoon and the 
hills are covered with thick deciduous vegetation and shelter. 
Many edible flowers, fruits and tubers available in the forest are still 
extensively exploited for food by the aboriginal population. Many species of 
wild animals, several kinds of birds and honey bees are found in the forest. 
There are three perennial springs and several creeks in the area. Thus, resources 
for satisfying the three primary needs of man — food, water and shelter — are 
available. It is therefore, not surprising that pre-historic man occupied these 
shelters for nearly 100,000 years. Artificially made stone floors are found in 
all phases of the occupation. The largest number of eaves was occupied in the 
Mesolithic phase. In this phase, we also find organic remains such as animal 
bones and human burials and ground pieces of colour nodules. The earliest 
paintings in shelters also belong to this phase. They are found on the wails and 
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ceilings of shelters, on vertical cliff faces and in small hollows formed by 
natural weathering. 
Sometimes, broad and even surfaces are left unpainted while uneven 
surfaces and corners are chosen. Paintings are often located at considerable 
heights and at inconvenient places. Though eaves inhabited by man over a 
period of time contain paintings, they are nearly always poor in number. Some 
shelters which have thick habitation deposits have no paintings at all.10 
DAILY LIFE: Prehistoric man's everyday life was very tough and his daily 
routine was hunting for food for survival. Such ability on the part of our 
ancestors to multiply and sustain a large population almost certainly derived 
from more efficient, lighter tools and the better ability to communicate ideas 
and information to each other through fully articulate speech. Both of these 
would be of great help in hunting animals by collective enterprise and making 
use of a large variety of tools. Human communities progressed from mobile 
groups seeking caves, rock shelters, mounds or other natural sites for 
temporary refuge, to partly settled populations living in primitive huts. It is 
very clear that during the upper Paleolithic period, there was evidence of 
religious belief and symbolic representation of a deity at Baghor L" In the 
Mesolithic cultures, such cult symbols are found in ornaments, worn possibly 
as charms and in scrawls on stone. The latter evolved into rock or cave art. 
They hunted animals and ate them. There is no firm evidence that cattle or 
sheep or goats had been domesticated, the settlements were in forests and the 
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animals hunted were found there in the wild state. There is evidence of fire 
being used to roast meat. 
Seeds were gathered and pounded since stone querns and multers have 
been found. This process suggests that the seeds might have been stored for 
future use but there was no plant cultivation yet. There was no fibrous cloth to 
wear; probably pieces of animal skin were worn. Hair was spun into ropes by 
hand, but there is no evidence of weaving. Ornaments of bone (pendants and 
necklaces) have been found at Mahadasha, apparently worn only by men, not 
women°. The life span has been determined as an average 19 to 28 years age 
based on the finding of remains of thirteen persons buried at Mahadasha. Only 
one was above 40 years and none above 50. The burials indicated the existence 
of religion and superstition. Bone ornaments and bones of slaughtered animals 
were buried with the dead, showing a belief in life after death. Women were 
buried in the same manner as men; and though there are double burials, there is 
nothing to show that one of the two was killed to accompany the other in after 
life." 
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Historical Significance and conservation of 
Rock Art 
The discovery of Indian rock-shelter paintings is century old giving rise 
to both pessimistic as well as optimistic speculations about their significance. 
Sadly, as always, there is very little contribution by Indians themselves. The 
effective publicity given has resulted in tourists flocking to visit these rock 
shelters but at the same time, reports of vandalism have risen thus doubting the 
wisdom of popularizing the sites of rock-shelter paintings without prior 
precautionary measures. Thus, we can only hope that the work done in the past 
and being done at present will be a secure foundation for the protection as well 
as adequate interpretation of the artistic heritage of Indian rock-shelters. 
To understand the significance of the rock shelter paintings, one would 
have to relate them to the people living in the respective places. This should not 
lead to the presumption that in all cases, the work of the decedents will 
correspond with that of the ancestors, some being the authors of the rock-
shelter paintings. The popular notion of the styles of rock shelter painting is 
understandably oversimplification. It is commonly perceived that the paintings 
were done in a style wrongly termed as "primitive'. The art-historians prefer to 
call it "archaic'. In other words, whatever may be the level of the 
interpretation; it is oversimplification to treat them as belonging to a single 
style. The basic assumption underlying such monolithic view is that the rock 
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shelter paintings were always the work of the pre-historic man. The rock 
shelter work was the origin of the story of painting and it is obvious to find in it 
archaic characteristic of their rewash. It is therefore, necessary to discard the 
habit of dumping styles of rock-shelter paintings in favour of a resolute effort 
to analyze them for discovering the diversity in expressions. The paintings, 
being expressions of human spirit, were as diverse as their makers in styles. It 
is indeed a challenge to identify individuality in each work or at least in each 
group of paintings. 
Multilinear approach to rock-shelter styles of painting 
The study of the whole panorama of rock shelter paintings brings to 
light one very important fact and that is the inherent multiplicity in stylistic 
terms. But what has survived in the rock shelters only represent small 
fragmentary evidence of this artistic activity of many individuals. In other 
words, they were inspired in their work by graphic examples known to them, 
although what was known to them had to be adapted or amended in each case 
of aesthetic act. This is the universal process of matching what has been created 
by an artist. The painters must have followed broadly the techniques and 
methods known to them. 
Today, the Archaeological Survey of India is responsible for the proper 
conservation of these rock shelters which are in dire need of conservation and 
proper management. 
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The 201h Century has brought about massive changes in industrial 
development, pollution and environment of this country. "Research into the 
deterioration and conservation of Rock Art involves a multidisciplinary 
approach, concerning not only the earth science, but also aspects of biology and 
ethnography. The problems of preservation and conservation vary according to 
the artistic medium used, the petrology of the rock surface and its climatic and 
biological environment". Rock art has been executed in natural rock-shelters; it 
is subjected to the normal geological processes of weathering. Today, the 
earliest pictographs are hardly visible to us.  
On analyzing the extensive observations and practical experience, we 
can conclude that there are many causes of deterioration like water, insects, 
wild animals, birds, vegetative growth, domestic animals, honey-bees, man-
unintentional, high humidity, moisture and cryptogamic growth etc.t 
With regard to proper conservation of the rock-shelters and the 
paintings, the problem is three-fold in nature. The first and the foremost is the 
`Environmental Preservation' of the area containing rock shelter. The second 
will be `Structural Conservation' of the rock and safeguarding them from 
human vandalism, and the third will be `Chemical Conservation' of paintings 
in the rock-shelters. We shall deal with these serially. 
A. Environmental Preservation: Environmental preservation should be 
given utmost importance in order to preserve the rock shelters. As a matter of 
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fact, it is very important to maintain the total ecological balance in the rock-
shelter areas. The study of ancient man will have to be done in totality through 
his paintings as the rock shelters were used by them for their day to day living. 
These paintings form a unique treasure, for they provide a visual spectacle of 
the ecological system of the time when they were painted, the biological world 
and man's response to it. Another important point calling for inter-disciplinary 
approach is the study of the genetics and ecology of the present day tribal 
population together with their cultural traits and artistic tradition and also their 
folk deities. This will be essential so as to investigate the possible connection 
of the tribal population with the men who lived in the rock-shelters and 
expressed themselves through the medium of paintings. 
Apart from the important aspects mentioned above, we have to look at 
these monuments as pan of the present day ecosystem. The rock-shelters are 
situated in forest areas and management of forests will involve manipulation of 
natural layout of trees by means of cutting practices and controlled burning. To 
maintain the forests in a stage of development that favours these species is 
most economically desirable. It is quite likely that new plantations may have to 
be planned as a measure to promote production of needed raw materials. In all 
such cases, the best maxim would be to preserve the forests in their present 
condition or at least in the limited areas where the rock-shelters exist and 
promote the growth of forest with suitable measures like bonding without 
introducing any new elements causing environmental imbalance. 
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Indiscriminate use of pesticides should also be avoided. No effort should be 
made to alter or modify forestry, wild-life and fisheries that may exist in the 
area. It is also essential that no new roads arc laid in these areas, except foot-
paths where visitors can go on foot or bicycles. In cases of necessity, where 
such roads are necessary for the need of community, these may be laid in such 
a manner that least interference is caused to important rock-shelter areas. In no 
case automobile should be allowed beyond a point where suitable amenities are 
provided. As far as amenities are concerned, any structure which may have to 
be put up should copy rural housing models and in any case, cement and 
concrete structures should be avoided. When considered necessary for reasons 
of safety, they should be concealed by rural household outfit. No barbed wires 
should be used for fencing, but then again, where its existence is necessary, it 
should be concealed by creepers or hedges. Removal of vegetation around the 
rock shelter should be done in such a manner that it does not lead to 
disintegration of the rock. The whole idea is that the existing environmental 
conditions should not be disturbed in any way. 
B. 	Structural Conservation: 
Natural forces such as rain and wind can play havoc on the natural 
surface of the rock shelters leading to cracks or it may have been threatened by 
denudation. In such cases, steps should be taken to plug the cracks and 
strengthen the loose rock-structures with tie-rods and cramps which in all cases 
should be concealed and made of non-rust material. Rain water seeping in 
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through the cracks over the rock may lead to fading of paintings and thus, this 
should be cut off and allowed to drain out. Filling uneven ground with earth 
and boulders to change the course of water channels may be necessary to 
safeguard some rock-shelters. Accessibility should not be provided for people 
to reach the inaccessible rock shelters. However, simple rope ladders or 
wooden ladders may be provided but each ladder should not be permanently 
fixed, particularly where the shelters are not guarded by security men. 
Also, no picnicking should be allowed near proper rock-shelters as this 
might lead to destruction of paintings by smoke, Visitors should not be 
permitted to enter protected areas with chalks or paints in order to avoid 
scribbling on the walls of rock-shelter areas. 	- 
C. Chemical Conservation: 
Chemical conservation is a very special field and this technique should 
not be applied unless tested in the laboratory. Also, no inexperienced person 
should be allowed to handle the tasks of preservation of the paintings in these 
shelters which have survived over centuries. In selected areas where 
excavations need to be planned within rock-shelters, it would be necessary to 
preserve the excavated trenches. If the excavated trenches lie within the 
covered part of the rock-shelters, it should be ensured that the trenches do not 
get filled with water in the rainy season and that suitable system for drainage 
of water is provided. If, however, the trenches are outside the rock-shelter, they 
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should be covered with thatch roof to prevent direct ingress of water during 
rains. As a first step, the colours used for paintings should be analysed and 
efforts made to find out the primary source of the raw-material. The rock-
structure should also be studied and steps could be taken to stop its 
disintegration.2 
Rosenfeld states that "...Flow of water affects the rock surface and art in 
three ways. (i) By washing off pigments, (ii) by depositing salts, clays and 
mineral components on the surface, (iii) by creating conditions suitable for 
cryptogcnie growth".3 There are two major problems of conservation (i) 
structural conservation and chemical preservation. In brief, from the status of 
the rocks, it becomes clear that the problems of deterioration are threefold and 
varied in nature; first being the paintings, their pigments and binding 
conditions. Second is the degradation of rocks as a result of weathering, in the 
form of cracks, splitting, fluking and sapping and free flow of water over the 
rock surfaces. The third is human vandalism and neglect. The first category of. 
deterioration requires a detailed analysis by experts having the knowledge of 
pigments, water soluble salt, algae, moss and lichen attack, accretions of dust, 
dirt and effect of insulation on pigments. 
The second aspect of concern is the degradation of the rock and its 
surfaces. As we all know, with the passage of time, rocks have weathered and 
at many places cracks have developed, which have not only allowed the water 
to flow in but also added to the injury every day. In assessing the problem at 
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Bhimbetka. it can be noticed that in many of the rock-shelters the rain water 
flowing in through minor cracks gradually travels on to the painted surfaces in 
the vicinity. To check the percolation of rain water through these passages, the 
cracked portions were filled by grouting in cement mortar with 4 to 6 mm stone 
blasts and the surface was toned with rock dust to match with the surface of the 
rock. The flow of water was also diverted by filling the depressions on the top 
of the rock. 
In a similar manner, attempts are also being made to stop the corrosion 
of the soil in front of the shelters by arranging random stones in line cement 
mortar. This process has provided easy and controlled movement of the 
visitors. Random nibbles have been arranged in a row in a reversible manner as 
the surface contains the prehistoric remains. Moreover, no attempt has been 
made to disturb the deposits by excavating the surface for laying the pathway. 
This process has been adopted to control and restrict visitor movement, While 
planning these concepts of preservation of the rock-shelters, it has been kept in 
mind that the process is reversible and in the long run, no side effects are 
visible. Since rock art is executed in natural rock shelters, it is subject to the 
normal geological processes of weathering.' 
The third aspect, the management of the rock, is of vital importance and 
it involves a series of implications. in a democratic society like India, it is not 
possible to totally close down the area because of the fear of vandalism by the 
visiting public. What is required is a serious thought, action plan and a 
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philosophy for managing rock sites. There are three main aspects. One is the 
human visitation, second is grid ironing the area and effective supervision by 
the caretakers of the shelters and providing all possible information in the form 
of cultural text and direction boards for the lay visitor. Human visitation is the 
most important threat and serious problem in our country. Out of ten visitors 
who visit the shelters, nine go for merry-making and visit the shelters as a 
picnic spot than to see or appreciate art. Necessary direction boards, cultural 
texts elaborating what these shelters contain should also be fixed away from the 
shelters. 
Even a cursory scrutiny of the above facts would convince any 
reasonable and prudent person that the preservation of rock art in India, in its 
original state, is clearly not possible. no matter what steps involving great 
financial expenditure are taken. At best, we can prolong the degradation of 
these rock art sites. It would be pragmatic to assume, therefore, that regardless 
of what costs are incurred, there will come a time when these sites will be 
totally destroyed. If no efforts are made to have some indestructible record or 
evidence, the very existence of this rock art will be lost to future generations. 
On the smooth rock surfaces of the Vindhya Hills and other quartzite rocks, the 
original pigment of the paintings has, in many cases, long since weathered 
away and what is left are oxidation-shadows of these paintings, which at times 
are sealed by a transparent glossy silica skin.. 
J 
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In conclusion, this rock art form and the culture of our ancestors dating 
back to pre-historic times should not be lost to the future generations. If not by 
physical evidence, we should at least endeavour to make and preserve records 
of this art and culture for the edification and knowledge of the future 
generations. The comprehensive record written, photographic and pictorial, be 
compiled by a committee in great detail and subsequently maintained with 
other archives in the country. It should also be periodically updated when new 
sites are discovered. 
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Conclusion 
Prehistoric Indian painting study originates with the rock shelter 
paintings and continues till the present day. Painting is an exquisite expression 
of human thought and nature is an eternal source of inspiration. A century ago, 
hardly anything was known of Indian rock-art. either pre-historic or historic. 
Today, India with many other countries of the world, can boast of a long 
history of development. Unlike the initial impression, this rock art is not 
confined to some hilly and forested parts of Central India (M.P. and UP), but 
exists in other geographical environments in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Bihar, Orissa, 
Andhra, Karnataka, and Kerala as well as in the border regions of India. Rock-
art does not consist of paintings on surfaces alone. It also includes etchings, 
engravings and bruising. The conditions for rock art to flourish include a 
suitable atmosphere or environment. The result of these researches provides 
complementary sources of information which in turn furnishes us with a better 
understanding of the pre-historic era. 
The knowledge of the early man in India is still incomplete. The cave 
paintings provide a clear picture of the definite ladder of development of 
humanity. Also, through these paintings, the primitive man tries to give a 
detailed account of his struggle for existence, both emotionally and physically 
against the mysterious nature and ferocious animals of the jungle. There are 
some social themes also, in which the rhythm of folk dances, ornaments, 
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mother and child, drinking party. hunting scene, sorrow of death etc. are 
painted. It can be safely concluded that the entire life of pre-historic man has 
been depicted in these paintings (plate no.69). It was his daily routine to first 
kill and then eat that animal and thereafter to dance in a hilarious mood (plate 
no.67). 
Till today, themes of daily life have excited artists and these have been 
depicted effectively in the modern paintings but no artist of today could have 
drawn better figures of' running animals on such a coarse surface using the 
primitive equipment available to Stone Age artists(Plate no.35,36,37,38,39). 
Today, there are about 1,500 rock painting shelters at more than 150 
cities in India. Some of the rock shelters in Central India have a long history of 
human habitation and offer rich material for experts. Man was interested in art 
at the time when he used to live in caves and the written language was not 
invented. Little was known about prehistoric times. It was a little over a 
hundred years ago when scholars started digging up the places where 
prehistoric man used to live and this brought to light old tools, pottery. habitat, 
paintings of men and animals. Paleolithic art had its origin with man drawing 
crude outlines on the walls of' his cave and slowly he became an accomplished 
artist. Painting is an exquisite expression of human thought and nature is an 
eternal source of inspiration. Art, in the Indian context, perhaps emerged when 
homo sapiens placed a coloured dot on a mud surface for the artists of ancient 
times. Mother earth was an available surface to draw on with the help of 
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fingers, twigs or bone points. The origin of folk (plate no.77) and tribal (plate 
no.76) art forms had a direct co-relation with rock art, which showed a 
sequential development in the theme and character of drawings according to 
the lifestyle of the group. There are many points of similarity between pre- 
historic rock art and tribal and folk art of India which also has a deep relation 
with daily life. Folk art has played a very important role in the progress of art. 
Folk art has been developed in houses, worship-places, courtyards, villages and 
among illiterate races with freedom and originality as it is related to all living 
beings. The folk art artists work peacefully and innocently. without any 
accolades or intellectual touch, with religious and cultural traditions as their 
inspiration. Folk art has got a deep relation with the primitive man. The 
primitive man took the help of divine powers and inspiration from nature. 
whom he worshipped for his well being. after giving it some shape. Witch craft 
was started by the primitive man just after gaining consciousness and a few 
examples of the same have been found in prehistoric painting. Signs like 
'Swastika' (plate no.68. 74) have been found in the ancient caves and continue 
to be used in religious rites and folk art of today in a traditional way. It can be 
concluded that modern folk art developed from primitive art. 
There are some important similarities between prehistoric folk art and 
tribal art: 
1. Symbols are similar in both the paintings. 
2. There is a gradual development of the primitive man through art. 
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3. Man took inspiration from nature for his paintings. 
4. Paintings were created by adding spirituality to the worldly things. 
5. The drawings are impressionistic as he has tried to draw a human figure 
using only four lines. 
6. There is depiction of some special subjects only. 
7. In spite of the limited means at his disposal, man has succeeded in 
expressing himself. 
8. Paintings have been done with whatever colour could be gathered from 
nature. 
9. The paintings have been done in black, red, yellow or white colours 
only. 
10. Mostly, lines have been used in drawing. 
11. Mostly, diagonal and angular lines have been used in drawing human 
figures. 
12. Some geometrical patterns like swastika, circle, triangle, hexagon etc 
have also been found. These figures are based on witch craft. 
13. Flat colours have been used but at places roundness is also visible. 
14. The paintings are lively and full of rhythm. 
15. The expression of idea through very few lines is the specialty of 
prehistoric art. 
16. 	Men took inspiration from nature. 
We find that folk art is popularly known by different names in different 
states. In Rajasthan, it is called Vandna, in Gujarat Sathia, Maharsashtra 
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rangoli and warli (plate no.86,87,88). Paintings in U.P, Chauk Poorna, in Bihar 
Ahapan and Maduban (plate no.85,86) paintings in Orissa, pata-chilras (plate 
no.83,84), in Bengal Alpana and Apna in Garhwal. Under this, the ground, the 
courtyard of home or the places of worship are decorated by different designs, 
filled in with colours or powder which has got no technical or classical method 
but is traditional folk (lok) style and the aim of which is to add beauty to the 
ground. The an has also been popular from the utility point of view, the 
example of which is found in the Panics and potters of Bengal. Besides, 
knitting, writing, inscribing (Godna) tilling, chitra (a sort of engraving work) 
and embroidery etc., are the different types of folk art. Folk art is witnessed in 
the decoration of various things like musical instruments, different garments, 
sculptures, utensils etc. In thousands of villages in India, it is a religious 
tradition diligently followed by housewives to decorate their earthen homes and 
paint the floors and walls with a variety of designs. Painting is are of the 
traditional skills that have passed down from generations in the families. 
There is a definite continuity in the character and style of the rock and 
cave paintings of prehistoric artist and contemporary folk and tribal art(Platc 
no.87). Artists derive their inspiration mainly from their surrounding 
environment, but the rendering of forms is often not a naturalistic depiction. 
Folk and tribal an creates a parallel reality which is simple in character. Art, 
among the tribal and folk communities in India was never indulged in purely 
for pleasure. Its purpose was to pacify the malevolent deities and to pay 
homage and gratitude to the benevolent ones. Festivals are linked to the two 
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agriculture crop cycles of sowing, reaping. harvesting and storing. Festivities 
are also related to events such as birth. puberty. marriage. 
As time progressed, scientific and technological advancements pushed 
magico-religious practices into the background. But the presence of painted 
corners on whitewashed walls — a protection against the ill will of any visitor — 
clearly speaks of the fear of the supernatural. Although scientific developments 
have decreased the popularity of magico-religious paintings, the art form still 
exists but on a smaller scale. 
Today, when one speaks of tribal and folk paintings in India, one has to 
look at the vertical as well as the horizontal spectrum. Historically, paintings 
created on rock surfaces by wandering communities were undoubtedly the first 
recorded expression of art. Art forms of the settled communities also appeared 
on the walls and floors of their dwellings. Vertically speaking, the art of 
painting expanded from floors and walls to other surfaces like clay, terracotta, 
stone, wood, ivory, glass. leather, palm-leaf. fabric, paper, papier-mache and 
coconut, using one, two and three dimensional surfaces. There are ample 
examples of geometric drawings. comparable to the pictographs of rock art. 
Horizontally, regional and community based diversification of the styles of 
painting became distinct. 
Wall and floor drawings continue to be an inherent part of everyday 
rituals and decorative art practices (plate no.78, 79, 80. 81, and 82). Paintings 
led to the development of temple murals and fragments of these depictions 
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hi 
4 
appeared on wooden storytellers' boxes. Slowly, with technological 
-4 	 advancements, the new materials became the additional surfaces on which to 
paint. Ivory, wood and stone were naturally available, but materials like fabric, 
paper, glass and papier-mache were introduced as surfaces for painting in the 
later periods. It is interesting to note that, though contemporary folk and tribal 
paintings are similar in execution to the ancient rock art (plate no.76, 77), the 
tribal and folk populations living in the vicinity of the rock shelters have not 
claimed any direct or indirect link to this ancient art form. Today, the study of 
rock art has shifted from a linear chronological approach to a diachronic 
interpretation. 
Based on the historical progress of these styles. Indian tribal and folk paintings 
are divided into several groups: Rock paintings, pictographs on walls or 
pottery, mandalas (circular drawings depicting cosmic energy). the magic of 
ritual designs on doors and walls, ritual or festive narratives on walls. 
narratives on other surfaces like paper, cloth, palm-leaf, wood, glass, ivory and 
clay, astronomical and astrological paintings. Therefore, one can conclude that 
a beginning was made with the rock paintings. The most important feature of 
this monograph is that the cluster or folk and tribal paintings is termed as the 
journey's merging on. The discussions here are centered on continuity, change, 
blends and the emerging trends. The prime focus of folk and tribal paintings 
today is that most have made their mark as individual painted styles on the 
international scene. 
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The involvement of the modern Indian artists with our art traditions was 
as superficial as their involvement with the professional traditions. Human 
evolution and development of psychology has thrown light on many such 
aspects. On witnessing the overall art of our country, we find unity in diversity 
because it is keeping the soul of Indian culture and emotional integration alive 
in itself (plate no.88, 89, 90). There is always an idea of well being, universal 
happiness, prosperity, divine power, religion, respect, emotions, faith, devotion 
and reverence by the society progressing on the base of our prehistoric art. A 
large number of contemporary Indian folk and tribal paintings have thus found 
a place on the global map. 
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Plate 1 — Group dancers, Lakhu-Udyar Kumaon Himalaya 
Plate 2 — Design and boar, Lakhu Udyar Kumaon Himalaya 
Plate 3 — Curious motifs, Lwethap Kumaon Himalaya 
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Plate 4— Inscription, Phadakanauli III, Kumaon Himalaya 
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Plate 5 — Hunters and their game, Gwarkhya Udyar, 
Kumaon Himalaya 
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PLATE 6— Animal figures painted in red ochre; Baga, District 
Mirzapur, U.P. 
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PLATE 7 — Sun motif painted in red ochre Panchmukhi, District 
Mirzapur, U.P. 
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PLATE 8 — Stylised human figure painted in red ochre, Panchmukhi, 
District Mirzapur, U.P. 
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PLATE 9— Decorative motif painted in red ochre; Panchmukhi, 
District Mirzapur, U.P. 
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PLATE 10— Human figure painted in red ochre with plumed head 
gear Baga, District Mirzapur, U.P. 
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PLATE 11 — Animal figures painted in red ochre 
Baga, District Mirzapur, U.P. 
PLATE 12 — A white elephant and human figure of Bhimbetka 
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PLATE 13 — Three animal figures painted in red ochre colour 
Bhimbetka, District Raisen, M.P. 
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PLATE 14— Composition in white colour showing animals, over 
which are superimposed paintings in red ochre Bhimbetka, District 
Raisen, M.P. 
PLATE 15— Different painted scenes in red ochre. Bhimbetka, 
District Raisen, M.P. 
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PLATE 16-- Figure of a deer in red ochre colour Bhimbetka, District 
Raisen, M.P. 
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PLATE 17— Eroding green figure, Gufa Maeser, 
Madhya Pradesh, India 
PLATE 18 — Rock art site of Kaimur Hills Animals figures 
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PLATE 19— Rock art site of Bihar Animals and human figures 
PLATE 20 — Rock art site of Kaimur Hills 
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PLATE 21 - Rock art sites of Bihar human figures 
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PLATE 22 - Vikramkhol Engraving, District Jharsuguda 
PLATE 23 — Paintings in Lekhamoda X, District 
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PLATE 24 — Pigmented Engraving at Bhimamandali, 
District Sambalpur 
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PLATE 25 — Pigmented engraving at Tongo, District Sundargarh 
PLATE 26 — Hati Gumpha Inscription, Udavagiri, 1st CBC 
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PLATE 27 — Engraved motifs and symbols Edakkal, District 
Wynaad, Kerala 
PLATE 28 — Engraved motifs and symbols Edakkal, District 
Wynaad, Kerala 
PLATE 29 — Copy of painting, showing a deer painted in red ochre; 
Ezhuthu Guha, District Idukki, Kerala 
PLATE 30 — Copy of a painting in white outline of a human figure 
which is filled with white decoration; Ezhuthu Guha, District Idukki, 
Kerala 
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PLATE 31 - Copy of an animal figure, painted in burnt sienna 
colour Ezhuthu Guha, District Idukki, Kerala 
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PLATE 32 Copy of a painting showing a humped bull,in burnt 
sienna colour Ezhuthu Guha, District Idukki, Kerala 
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PLATE. 33 — Engravings of Eddakkai Lane, Kerala 
PLATE 34 — Engravings of Eddakkal Lane, Kerala 
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PLATE 35 — Saura artist on work Kerala 
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PLATE 36— Sauraicon alongwith Hindu deities Kerala 
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PLATE 37 — A deep cup-mark in the centre of a big rock, Devidhura, 
District Almora, U.P. 
PLATE 38 — Saura pounding stone resembling the prehistoric 
cup 
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PLATE 39 — Grinding and pounding holes in Lehumoda VI this 
is like prehistoric cup makings 
PLATE 40 — A herd of red stage with huge antlers 
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PLATE 41 — Two men under a tent 
PLATE 42 — Red and white humped bull 
PLATE 43 — Humped bull with huge horns 
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PLATE 44 — A composite creature man in red with 
an animal's head 
PLATE 43 — Humped bull with huge horns 
PLATE 44 — A composite creature man in red with 
an animal's head 
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PLATE 45— Stags and other animals with rectangular 
adorned bodies 
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PLATE 46 — Red and white humped bull 
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PLATE 47 — Red Elephant 
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PLATE 48 — Floral motifs painted in white colour Chambal, M.P. 
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PLATE 49 — Non-Figurative motifs in rock art, ISCO 
PLATE 50 — This is a good example of many superimpositions 
on the same panel 
PLATE 51 — Red bovids superimposed over white cervids 
PLATE 52 — White warring scene with elephants and horses 
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PLATE 53 — Red figures at Auditorium Rock with a hand 
and humped bulls 
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PLATE 54 — White and red big cat 
PLATE 55 — Stags and other animals with rectangular 
adorned bodies 
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PLATE 56 — Chaturbhujnath Nala Hunting scene 
with bow and arrow 
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PLATE 57 — Bhimbetka — Fighters with bows and arrows, shields, 
swords and horses 
PLATE 58 — Bhimbetka — Big felines are sometimes represented, 
this snarling cat is in two colours 
PLATE 59 — Bhimbetka — Panel including bulls, elephants, 
stage big cats with a few small humans 
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PLATE 60 — Chaturbhujnath Nala Geometric humped 
bull in two colours 
PLATE 61 — Bhimbetka Geometric Motif 
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PLATE 62 — Hunting a deer (notice the grass in the deer's stomach) 
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PLATE 63 — Man walks a dog - rock painting, Madhya Pradesh 
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PLATE 64 — Encircling the prey, Bhimbateka 
PLATE 65 — Welcome to a Hero, Bhimbetaka 
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PLATE 66 — X-ray image, Bhimbetaka 
PLATE 67— Group dance 
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PLATE 68 —swastika, palm-prints, man, woman figures and the 
definite arrangement of some lines shows some playing activity 
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PLATE 69 — Mesolithic animal depiction and other activities 
PLATE 70 — Pre-historic drawings of animals and birds. 
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PLATE 71 — Engraved hunting scene on a stone slab with two 
identical suns and dog Burzahom, District Srinagar, J & K. 
PLATE 72 — Paintings in white and red ochre colour. On the top are 
tiny figures of animals and birds and vertical lines with forked top, 
all painted in white. The composition in centre shows a human figure, 
a cross with festoon-like decoration, etc., in red and white colours. 
Madadev, District Pachmarhi, M.P. 
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PLATE 73 — Human and bird figures painted in white colour 
Sayyidpatchamalai, Krishnagiri, Tamilnadu 
PLATE 74 — Engraved trishula and Svastika Barechhina, District 
Almora, U.P. 
PLATE 75 — Engraved trishula (trident); Barechhina, District 
Almora, U.P. 
PLATE 76 — Tribal art of India 
T~2 
PLATE 79 —Khovar art depicting a painted wall of the marriage 
house to welcome the bridegroom. 
PLATE 80 — Folk painting on walls 
PLATE 81 — Women artist 
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PLATE 82 — Painted houses 
PLATE 83 — Pata-chitra of Orissa 
PLATE 84 — Pata-chitra of Orissa 
PLATE 85 — Primitive folk art showing village women making spice, 
painted in typical madhubani pattern on hand made paper. 
PLATE 86 — Dancing lady, painted in typical madhubani pattern on 
hand made paper. 
(a) 
(b) 
PLATE 87 — Tribal village scene — Warli painting on Cotton Fabric — 
Folk Art of the Warli Tribe (Maharashtra) 
PLATE 88 — Warli Artist 
PLATE 89 — Painting of Jamini Roy Bengali Artist of Modern India 
(a) Black Horse National Gallery of 	 (b) Mother and Child National Gallery of 
Modern Art, New Delhi 	 Modern Art, New Delhi 
PLATE 90 
PLATE 91 -- Painting of Mother Teresa by M.F. Husain 
